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Abstract
This paper compares the expressiveness of different fragments of ambient calculi via leader election problems. We con-
sider Mobile Ambients (MA), Safe Ambients (SA) and the Push and Pull Ambient Calculus (PAC). Cardelli and Gordon
encoded the asynchronous -calculus into MA. Zimmer has shown that the synchronous -calculus without choice can be
encoded in pure (no communication) SA. We show that pure MA without restriction has symmetric electoral systems, that
is, it is possible to solve the problem of electing a leader in a symmetric network. By the work of Palamidessi, this implies that
this fragment of MA is not encodable (under certain conditions) in the -calculus with separate choice. Moreover, we use
the same technique to show that fragments of SA and PAC are not encodable (under certain conditions) in the -calculus
with separate choice. We also show that particular fragments of ambient calculi do not admit a solution to leader election
problems, in the same way as the -calculus with separate choice. This yields a ﬁne-grained hierarchy within ambient calculi.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The -calculus [22,21] plays a fundamental role in modelling concurrent systems. In particular, the name
passing paradigm, on which the -calculus is based, has proved to be a powerful and simple framework for
describing different scenarios appearing in concurrency.
In recent years many approaches [9,10,13] have been proposed in order to represent locations, code
mobility, abstract domains and security, which seem to be the main features of computation over the World
Wide Web. Mobile Ambients (MA) [8] has been advocated [7] as a foundational calculus for representing
distributed computation, mobility in terms of software and hardware moving around, authorisation
control etc., i.e. phenomena present over the Internet. The main advantage of MA is the simple underpinning
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unifying concept of ambient. Ambients are meant to represent bounded places for computation such as: con-
crete locations, concrete domains, abstract domains and laptop computers. Ambients move into and out of
other ambients, bringing along moving code, static processes and possibly other ambients. Due to its simplicity
and power, MA (together with its variants) has been widely studied.
When it comes to the comparison between these two fundamental process calculi, a basic issue is the extent
to which the -calculus (or any of its dialects) can be encoded into MA (or any of its dialects). The asyn-
chronous -calculus [16,3] (a fragment without the choice operator and with no continuation for the output),
has been encoded into MA with the use of the communication primitives. There has been an encoding of the
asynchronous -calculus in the Push and Pull Ambient Calculus (PAC) [26], which preserves the contextual
barbed congruence equivalence relation [31]. The synchronous -calculus without choice has been encoded by
Zimmer [32] into Safe Ambients (SA) [17] without communication; the encoding satisﬁes an operational corre-
spondence. These encodings show that the behaviour of the asynchronous -calculus can be simulated in the
ambient world. This seems to imply that MA and some of its dialects are at least as expressive as the -calculus
(without choice).
This poses the question whether the ambient calculus (or any of its dialects) is more (or equally) expres-
sive with respect to any of the dialects of the -calculus. This paper directly addresses this open question. We
approach the problem via the leader election problem in symmetric networks. This requires that the processes
in a network, all programmed in the same way (i.e. symmetric), elect one of their member as their leader. The
difﬁculty consists in breaking the initial symmetry to achieve a situation which is inherently asymmetric (one is
the leader and the others are not) without the help of a centralised server.
A seminal result on expressiveness for the -calculus is due to Palamidessi [24], who established that the
-calculus with mixed choice (i.e. where the summands in a choice can be a mixture of inputs and outputs) is
strictly more expressive than the -calculus with separate choice (i.e. where the summands must be all inputs
or all outputs). This is proved by showing that the -calculus with mixed choice can solve the symmetric leader
election problem, while the -calculus with separate choice cannot. This implies that there does not exist an
encoding from the -calculus with mixed choice to the -calculus with separate choice that respects certain
conditions.
These conditions are chosen in order to preserve important features of leader election. Typically leader elec-
tion algorithms are run after a reconﬁguration or crash of a distributed system (such as a sensor network, LAN
etc.), to establish which process can start the initialisation, and at a later stage will act as server. It is crucial
that the leader is elected without any help from processes not present in the initial network. Roughly speaking,
Palamidessi’s results establish that no encoding that does not introduce a centralised server exists from the
-calculus with mixed choice to the -calculus with separate choice.
In this paper, we use the power to solve (or not solve) the leader election problem in symmetric networks as a
measure for distinguishing different calculi. Taking inspiration from Palamidessi’s work, we separate the -cal-
culuswith separate choice fromMA, and separate different fragments of ambient calculi. Ourmain contributions
are as follows:
• We show that the fragment of MA without restriction, communication primitives and the open capability can
solve the leader election problem for networks of any ﬁnite size (Theorem 4.6). This fragment (and so MA as
a whole) is therefore not encodable in the -calculus with separate choice (Corollary 6.4). In similar fashion
we show that fragments of SA and PAC without restriction, communication primitives and the open capability
can perform leader election (Theorems 4.8 and 4.7), and are therefore not encodable in the -calculus with
separate choice (Corollary 6.6). We can deduce that the converse to Zimmer’s encoding result mentioned
above does not hold.
• We show that a fragment of SA without restriction, communication primitives and the out capability can per-
form leader election (Theorem 4.10), and is therefore not encodable in the -calculus with separate choice
(Corollary 6.6 again).
• We show that if the in capability is removed from MA or SA, or if the pull capability is removed from PAC,
then the leader election problem cannot be solved (Theorems 5.8 and 5.9).
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• We show that (a dialect of) MA with objective moves, which contains a special form of the in capability, does
not admit a solution to the leader election problem (Theorem 7.1).
• We show that SA without grave interferences [17]—which does not allow certain forms of interference among
redexes—does not admit a solution to the leader election problem (Theorem 7.5).
One important point here is that, by Palamidessi’s work, in the -calculus mixed choice seems crucial for
writing a program that solves the problem of electing a leader in a symmetric network. Choice however is not
present as a primitive construct in the ambient world. Our results shed light on the preemptive power of the in
capability used in different ways in the ambient calculus. All our results give a ﬁne-grained hierarchy in ambient
calculi graphically shown in Fig. 2 in Section 9.
Our results are expressed in a reduction semantics framework instead of via labelled transition systems as in
Palamidessi’s work. There are a number of reasons for this choice:
(1) In MA, reduction semantics is simpler and more perspicuous than any labelled transition system.
(2) The original and intended semantics for MA was reduction semantics. Since then, a few different labelled
transition systems have been devised; however they are all faithful, as far as silent actions are concerned,
to reduction semantics.
(3) By globally restricting all nameswhich are not used to report thewinner, one can easily convert an electoral
system in reduction semantics to one in the labelled semantics, and vice versa.
(4) By working in reduction semantics we are able to give solutions to the leader election problem
which do not use restriction. We therefore do not need to assume that encodings preserve restriction,
when asserting that there is no encoding from a language which has electoral systems to one which
does not.
As explained also earlier, our results crucially depend on the deﬁnition of encoding. In this paper we employ
encodings which are “distribution preserving”, “permutation preserving” and “observation respecting”, very
much following the same criteria as in [24]. These criteria are not proposed as a universal measure to evaluate the
robustness or faithfulness of encodings in general. They are chosen to preserve solutions to the leader election
problem, without introducing a central server. “Distribution preserving” means preserving parallel composi-
tion in the encoding, to avoid the translation making use of third parties—i.e. introducing the equivalent of a
centralised server. “Permutation preserving” means that the encodings are well-behaved with respect to bijec-
tive renaming. “Observation respecting” means that processes are distinguished if they differ on the observable
properties of their maximal computations. This last condition reﬂects the fact that failure or success of elec-
tion of a leader is tested for maximal computations only. These criteria will be formalised in our semantics in
Section 6.
This paper is a substantial extension of our previous paper [27]. In this new version we have extended
our results on MA to PAC and SA, and have introduced a new solution for the leader election prob-
lems in MA for a network of size k and extended the solution to PAC and SA. The material on grave
interference in SA is new. We also consider a side issue of failure to elect a leader in the case in which
the winner cannot be reported, due to some deﬁciency in the language (we might compare this situation
to a machine that cannot output anything). This is of lesser importance than the breaking of the initial
symmetry, which is at the core of leader election. We show that the symmetric leader election problem
cannot be solved in MA without the out capability (Proposition 8.1). We also give corresponding results
for SA and PAC (Propositions 8.2 and 8.3).
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we present the preliminaries for the -calculus,
MA, SA and PAC; in Section 3 we deﬁne a general framework for electoral systems in reduction semantics; in
Section 4 we present calculi that admit a symmetric electoral system and in Section 5 we present calculi that fail
to elect a leader in symmetric networks. In Section 6 we use the results of Sections 4 and 5 to obtain separation
theorems. In Section 7.1 we consider MA with objective moves and SA without grave interferences. In Section 8
we show that the out capability of MA is necessary in order to declare the result of a leader election. Concluding
remarks follow.
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2. Calculi
In this section, we review the -calculus and the ambient calculi considered in this paper.
2.1. The -calculus
The -calculus was originally introduced [22] with the aim of representing systems whose topology changes
during computation. Communication involves two processes, and a common link of communication: a channel
on which messages can be passed. The novelty of the -calculus is that channel names can be transferred from
process to process as messages, and then used as channels in later computation. In this setting, both channels
and messages are drawn from a set of atomic entities, called names.
The-calculusmarked an advance on previous process calculi, such as CSP [15], CCS [20] andACP [2], in pio-
neering the notions of bothmobility and scope extrusion.Mobility is represented by the changing pattern of links
between processes. Scope extrusion means that the scope of private names can be extended by communication.
We consider two forms of the -calculus, namely with mixed choice and separate choice. For further details
we refer to [29].
2.1.1. The -calculus with mixed choice
We let m denote the -calculus with mixed choice. We shall assume the existence of a set of names N . The
metavariables m, n, x, y , z, . . . range over this set.
Deﬁnition 2.1. The set of process terms of m is given by the following syntax:
P ,Q ::= 0 | ∑i∈I i.Pi | P | Q | (m)P | !P
where I is a ﬁnite set. The preﬁxes of processes, ranged over by , are deﬁned by the following syntax:
 ::= m(n) | m〈n〉
Here, m(n) represents input on channel m, with n bound, and m〈n〉 is output of n on channel m. Summation∑
i∈I i.Pi represents a ﬁnite choice among the different processes i.Pi . This operator is also calledmixed choice,
since both input and output preﬁxes can be present at the same time. The symbol 0, called nil, is the inactive pro-
cess. Commonly in the -calculus, 0 is an abbreviation for the empty choice. Although redundant, we introduce
it here as a primitive for uniformity with the syntax of other calculi. Replication !P can spin off an unbounded
number of copies of P . The parallel composition of two processes P | Q represents P andQ computing in parallel
with each other. Restriction (n)P creates a new name n in P , which is bound.
In the rest of this paper, we shall feel free to omit trailing 0s. Thus we write  instead of .0. We shall write
(n1 . . . nk)P instead of (n1) . . . (nk)P , and sometimes we write n˜ for n1 . . . nk , when k is irrelevant or clear from
the context.
The notion of free names, fn(P), of a term P is standard, taking into account that the only binding opera-
tors are input preﬁx and restriction. We write P {n/m} to mean the process where each free occurrence of m is
substituted by n in P.
The notion of -convertibility, which aims to capture the equivalence between terms that differ in their bound
names only, will be used throughout this work. In contrast to other treatments of the -calculus such as [21,25],
-conversion will be performed silently. In general, we conventionally assume that free and bound names are
different.
Reduction semantics is usually deﬁned in two steps: ﬁrstly structural congruence, and secondly the reduction
relation that captures computation on terms. Structural congruence, written as ≡, identiﬁes processes that we do
not want to differentiate for any semantic reason; it allows syntactical rearrangement of contiguous terms not
in the syntactical form for being reduced.
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Deﬁnition 2.2. Structural congruence ≡ is the smallest congruence on m processes that satisﬁes the following
equations:
P | 0 ≡ P
P | Q ≡ Q | P
(P | Q) | R ≡ P | (Q | R)
(m)0 ≡ 0
(m)(n)P ≡ (n)(m)P
(m)(P | Q) ≡ P | (m)Q if m /∈ fn(P)
!P ≡ P | !P∑
i∈I i.Pi ≡
∑
i∈I (i).P(i)
where  is a bijection on I .
The computational step is captured by a rewriting rule from terms to terms, as deﬁned below. We let S , T
range over summations.
Deﬁnition 2.3. The reduction relation −→ on m is the smallest relation satisfying the following rules:
(m(x).P + S) | (m〈y〉.Q + T) −→ P {y/x} | Q red comm
P −→ P ′
P | Q −→ P ′ | Q red par
P −→ P ′
(m)P −→ (m)P ′ red restr
P ≡ Q Q −→ Q′ Q′ ≡ P ′
P −→ P ′ red cong
We shall write P 	→ to mean that for no P ′ does P−→P ′.
The following barbs represent the most basic observations we can make of processes.
Deﬁnition 2.4. A process P exhibits an output barb n, written P ↓ n, if and only if, for some P ′, P ′′, S , P≡
(m1 . . . mk)((n〈q〉.P ′ + S) | P ′′) with n /∈ {m1, . . . ,mk}.
2.1.2. The -calculus with separate choice
The choice operator as described in Section 2.1 is called mixed choice because both input and output are
allowed within the same ‘choice’.
The -calculus with separate choice s is the sub-calculus of m where summations cannot mix input and
output guards. The set of processes is given by the following grammar:
P ,Q ::= 0 | ∑i∈I Ii .Pi | ∑i∈I Oi .Pi | !P | P | Q | (n)P
I ::= m(n) O ::= m〈n〉
The semantics of this calculus is the same as that of m taking into account the syntactic restrictions. One could
regard s as having the same expressive strength as the asynchronous -calculus [16,3], in view of the results on
encoding of separate choice [23].
2.2. Ambient calculi
Cardelli and Gordon introduced Mobile Ambients (MA) [8] in order to model new computational phenom-
ena over wide-area networks or the Internet. Ambients represent bounded places for computation, such as
concrete locations, concrete domains, abstract domains, or laptop computers. Ambients move into and out of
other ambients bringing along moving code, static processes and possibly other ambients.
In this section, we describe MA together with two variant calculi, Safe Ambients and the Push and Pull
Ambient Calculus.
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2.2.1. Mobile Ambients
The language of MA inherits a number of operators from the -calculus. The new primitives are the ambient
and a special form of guard that goes under the name of capability. We use the same set of names N as for m
and s.
Deﬁnition 2.5. The set of process terms of MA is given by the following syntax:
P ,Q ::= 0 | P | Q | (n)P | n[ P ] | M.P | !P | (n).P | 〈n〉
where M stands for the capabilities deﬁned by the following grammar:
M ::= in n | out n | open n
An ambient n[ P ] is composed of two parts: n is the name of the ambient and P is the active process inside.
The square brackets around P indicate the perimeter of the ambient. If the ambient moves, everything inside
moves with it. Parallel composition, restriction, nil and replication have the same meaning as in the -calculus.
Unlike the -calculus, communication happens without channels (anonymously). Anonymous input, written
(n).P , represents a process waiting for a name to be sent. This operator binds n in P . Anonymous output, written
〈n〉, represents an asynchronous sending primitive. The output is not a preﬁx, unlike the input. We have chosen
that only names can be sent. This formulation is simpler than in [8], where also capabilities can be communicated,
and it is adequate for the purpose of this work.
In the process M.P , P is enabled only if the capability M has been consumed. Capabilities can be thought of
as terms that enable the ambients to perform some actions. An ambient gains the ability to go inside another
ambient whose name is n with the in n capability. An ambient gains the ability to leave a parent ambient whose
name is nwith the out n capability. An ambient named n can be dissolved by the means of the open n capability.
There is a notion of free names (fn(P)), taking into account that the only binding operators are restriction
and anonymous input. We write P {n/m} to mean that each free occurrence of m is substituted by n in P.Where
no confusion is possible, we will use the shorthand M instead of M.0, and n[ ] instead of n[ 0 ].
Computation in MA consists of entering an ambient, exiting an ambient, dissolving an ambient, and com-
munication. Formally, steps of computation are represented by a reduction relation which is deﬁned below.
Deﬁnition 2.6. The structural congruence relation ≡ is the smallest congruence over MA processes that satisﬁes
the following equations:
P | 0 ≡ P
P | Q ≡ Q | P
(P | Q) | R ≡ P | (Q | R)
(m)0 ≡ 0
(m)(n)P ≡ (n)(m)P
(m)(P | Q) ≡ P | (m)Q if m /∈ fn(P)
(m)n[ P ] ≡ n[ (m)P ] if n /= m
!P ≡ P | !P
Deﬁnition 2.7. The reduction relation −→ on MA processes is the smallest relation satisfying the following set
of rules:
m[ in n.P | Q ] | n[R ] −→ n[m[ P | Q ] | R ] red in
n[m[ out n.P | Q ] | R ] −→ m[ P | Q ] | n[R ] red out
open n.Q | n[R ] −→ Q | R red open
〈m〉 | (n).P −→ P {m/n} red a-comm
P−→P ′
P | Q−→P ′ | Qred par
P−→P ′
(n)P−→(n)P ′ red restr
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P−→P ′
n[ P ]−→n[ P ′ ]red amb
P ≡ P ′ P ′−→Q′ Q′ ≡ Q
P−→Q red cong
Note that MA inherits the rules red par, red restr and red cong from the -calculus. We use the same
notation for structural congruence and reduction in all calculi we shall consider; even though they are different
relations, no confusion will arise.
For MA the canonical observable is the name of an ambient at the top level. Thus, the predicate P ↓ n
intuitively says that in P there is a top level process which is an ambient, whose unrestricted name is n.
Deﬁnition 2.8. A process P exhibits a barb n, written as P ↓ n, if and only if P≡(m1 . . . mk)(n[ P ′ ] | P ′′), for some
P ′, P ′′ and n /∈ {m1 . . . mk}.
We shall be interested in various fragments of MA. We refer to MA without communication as pure MA,
and MA without the restriction operator as public MA. This applies also to the other ambient calculi we shall
consider.
2.2.2. Safe Ambients
Levi and Sangiorgi proposed Safe Ambients (SA) [17] as a substantial modiﬁcation of MA, which retains
the same computational model while improving the underpinning algebraic theory. They argued that the basic
operational semantics for MA led to the phenomenon of grave interference, where two or more redexes of
different kinds destroy each other. In order to overcome this problem, Levi and Sangiorgi added co-capabilities
to the ambient primitives and a sophisticated type system. The type system is outside the scope of the current
topic, and therefore it will not be discussed in the rest of the paper. Co-capabilities are capabilities inside an
ambient, that control the inﬂuence that other ambients have upon it. Since an ambient can be entered, exited
or opened, there are three co-capabilities that determine if an ambient can be entered, exited or opened. This
change induces a synchronisation as well, namely in order for a reduction (other than communication) to occur,
there needs to be a match between a capability and the corresponding co-capability.
Deﬁnition 2.9. The set of process terms of SA is given by the following syntax:
P ,Q ::= 0 | P | Q | (n)P | n[ P ] | M.P | !P | (n).P | 〈n〉
M ranges over the capabilities deﬁned by the following grammar:
M ::= in n | out n | open n | in n | out n | open n
All the processes have the same informal meaning as described in the previous section. There are only three
new co-capabilities: out n expresses that an ambient n is willing to release an internal ambient; in n expresses
that an ambient n is willing to accept another entering ambient and open n expresses that an ambient n can be
opened. The set of free names of P is written fn(P) and is deﬁned as for MA, taking into account the syntactic
differences.
Structural congruence ≡ for SA is deﬁned exactly as for MA (Deﬁnition 2.6).
Deﬁnition 2.10. The reduction relation −→ on SA processes is deﬁned as for MA (Deﬁnition 2.7), except that
rules red in, red out and red open are replaced by:
m[ in n.P1 | P2 ] | n[ in n.Q1 | Q2 ] −→ n[m[ P1 | P2 ] | Q1 | Q2 ] red s-in
n[ out n.P1 | P2 | m[ out n.Q1 | Q2 ] ] −→ n[ P1 | P2 ] | m[Q1 | Q2 ] red s-out
open n.P | n[ open n.Q1 | Q2 ] −→ P | Q1 | Q2 red s-open
Deﬁnition 2.11. A process P exhibits a barb n, written as P ↓ n, if and only if P≡(m1 . . . mk)(n[ cap n.P ′ | P ′′ ] |
P ′′′) for some P ′, P ′′, P ′′ and n /∈ {m1 . . . mk}, where cap = in or cap = open .
SA can be viewed as at least as expressive as MA since there exists an obvious encoding of MA into SA. We
report below the clause for the ambient. The deﬁnition for the other operators is homomorphic.
[[n[ P ] ]] def= n[ ! in n | ! out n | open n | [[P ]] ]
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2.2.3. The Push and Pull Ambient Calculus
The third ambient calculus we shall discuss is the Push and Pull Ambient Calculus (PAC) [26]. In comparison
withMA, two new capabilities are introduced: push n and pull n instead of in n and out n; the rest of the syntax
remains unchanged.We believe that this calculus can be useful for modelling client-server architecture as argued
in [26].
Deﬁnition 2.12. The set of process terms of PAC is given by the following syntax:
P ,Q ::= 0 | P | Q | (n)P | n[ P ] | M.P | !P | (n).P | 〈n〉
M ranges over the capabilities deﬁned by the following grammar:
M ::= pull n | push n | open n
We omit the explanation for the operators that are common to MA. The meaning of the capabilities is intui-
tively the following: pull n causes an ambient with name n to be pulled inside the current one, push n pushes
an ambient with name n out of the current ambient, and open n behaves as in MA. The capability open is
necessary for PAC, just as in MA, to allow the exchange of messages between different ambients.
Similarly toMA, PAC is also equippedwith an operational semantics deﬁned in terms of reduction semantics.
We present below only the reduction rules, since structural congruence is identical to the deﬁnition for MA.
Deﬁnition 2.13. The reduction relation −→ on PAC processes is deﬁned as for MA (Deﬁnition 2.7), except that
rules red in and red out are replaced by:
m[ pull n.P | Q ] | n[R ] −→ m[ P | Q | n[R ] ] red pull
n[ push m.P | m[Q ] | R ] −→ n[ P | R ] | m[Q ] red push
For PAC the canonical observable is the name of an ambient at top level, exactly as for MA (Deﬁnition 2.8).
3. Leader election problems
In this section, we discuss how to formalise leader election in process calculi, and in particular how to do it
using reduction semantics.
In the ﬁeld of distributed algorithms [18,30], the leader election problem consists of ﬁnding an algorithm such
that, starting from a conﬁguration of processes in the same state, any possible computation reaches a conﬁgu-
ration where exactly one process is in a leader state and all the other processes are in non-leader states (i.e. they
have lost the election). We may write of problems in the plural, since as we shall see there are parameters that
can be varied.
The crucial criteria for leader election problems are the following:
Symmetry. Each process in the conﬁguration has to have the same duties. Leader election problems are run in
order to conﬁgure a distributed system. Processes in the network are programmed identically. In symmetric
conﬁgurations if one process can declare itself the winner, every other process in the conﬁguration can do
the same. Thus, in symmetric networks, for the winner to be elected, the initial symmetry has to somehow be
broken.
Distribution. The computation has to be decentralised, in the sense that the computation has to start from any
subset of processes in the network or conﬁguration. In general, leader election algorithms are run after a
reconﬁguration or crash of a system, in order to select a process to start the initialisation. In this context, the
conﬁguration of processes has to be able to elect a leader without any help from outside.
Uniqueness of the leader. The processes in a network reach a terminal conﬁguration from any computation. In
the terminal conﬁguration there is one process only that is elected the winner and the other processes in the
conﬁguration have lost.
Leader election problems vary according to the following parameters:
Topology of the network. The network could be a fully connected graph or a ring or tree or any other graph or
hyper-graph [1,30,18].
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Size of the network. The number of processes can be known or unknown before starting the election [30].
Declaration of the leader. The leader could be announced by one process only, either the leader itself or any
other process. Alternatively every process in the conﬁguration has to be aware of the winner. The latter
requirement is considered standard, although the weaker one (the former one) is also acceptable, since the
winner could inform the other processes of the outcome of the election.
We do not take complexity issues into account here. As Bougé [4] points out, lower bound results can depend
on whether the identiﬁers of the processes are integers and so on. These kinds of issues are not relevant in our
setting.
3.1. Leader election problems and process calculi
The ﬁrst person to exploit leader election within a process calculus with a formal semantics was Bougé [4],
working in CSP [14,15]. He deﬁned the notion of a symmetric electoral system, which is a symmetric network
where a unique winner is elected by every computation. The most remarkable achievements are the separation
results between CSP with input and output guards and CSP with input guards only, and between the latter and
CSP without guards, based on the notion of symmetric reasonable implementation.
A further formalisation of the notion of leader election problem was made by Palamidessi [24] for the -cal-
culus. This work has been themajor source of inspiration for the present work.While Bougé deﬁned an encoding
to be “reasonable” if it maps electoral systems to electoral systems, Palamidessi gives speciﬁc conditions which
an encoding should satisfy in order to preserve electoral systems. She proves that any symmetric network in
-calculus with separate choice admits a computation that never breaks the initial symmetry. This result is used
to show that there is no encoding of the -calculus with mixed choice into the -calculus with separate choice.
In her paper Palamidessi uses a graph framework, in the tradition of distributed algorithms [18,30,1,4], and she
proves that CCS [20] does not admit a symmetric electoral system in a ring, as opposed to the -calculus with
mixed choice.
Using an approach similar to Palamidessi’s, Ene andMuntean [11] show that the-calculus with broadcasting
primitives cannot be encoded in the standard -calculus.
3.2. A reduction semantics framework for leader election problems
Our predecessors [24,11] used labelled transition systems when deﬁning the computations performed by elec-
toral systems.We prefer to use reduction semantics, for the reasons stated in the Introduction. In this section, we
shall deﬁne networks and electoral systems for calculi equipped with reduction semantics. The deﬁnitions below
apply equally well to ambient calculi and to the -calculus, and to any other calculus that uses the reduction
semantics framework. We shall compare MA, SA, and PAC against the -calculus, but also our framework
could be used for comparing other calculi, such as the Seal calculus [9] and D [13].
We assume that the set of names N includes a set of observables:
Obs = {ωi : i ∈ IN}
such that for all i, j, ωi /= ωj if i /= j. The observables will be used by networks to communicate with the outside
world, and can never be restricted (i.e. they never occur under the scope of restriction).
It is convenient to let Obsk = {ω0,ω1, . . . ,ωk−1}. This will be the set of names indicating possible winners in a
network of size k .
We shall use natural numbers as indices of processes in a network, for instance Pi where P is a process and i
is a natural number.
Networks are just collections of processes running in parallel, possibly equippedwith some globally restricted
names.
Deﬁnition 3.1 (Network). A network N of size k is a process in the form
(m0, . . . ,ml−1)(P0 | P1 | P2 | · · · | Pk−1)
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We will use the notation [P0 | P1 | · · · | Pk−1] for representing the network above when the globally bound
names m0, . . . ,ml−1 are not relevant.
When dealing with indices for a network of size k we shall always use arithmetic modulo k when writing
expressions such as Pi+1.
Notice that the size of a network is really a matter of how it is presented (i.e. divided up) rather than the
process itself.1 For instance the process n[ ] is clearly a network of size one. But it is structurally congruent to
n[ ] | 0, which can be seen as a network of size two. We are interested in symmetric networks, however, and size
cannot then be varied arbitrarily as in the example just given.
Deﬁnition 3.2 (Permutation on names).
(1) A permutation on names is a bijection  : N → N which respects observables, i.e. m ∈ Obs if and only if
(m) ∈ Obs.
(2) A permutation  induces a bijection on the natural numbers ˆ : IN → IN as follows: if (ωi) = ωj then
ˆ(i) = j.
Note that for all i ∈ IN, (ωi) = ωˆ(i).
Any permutation  gives rise in a standard way to a mapping on processes, where (P) is the same as P ,
except that any free name n of P is changed to (n) in (P), with bound names being adjusted as necessary to
avoid clashes. In other words, the deﬁnition of (P), where  is a permutation, is by recursion on the syntax of
the language, avoiding that names are captured by binding operators.
Deﬁnition 3.3 (Automorphism in a network). Let N be a network of size k:
N def= (m0, . . . ,ml−1)(P0 | P1 | · · · | Pk−1).
A network automorphism  is a permutation such that: ˆ restricted to the ﬁnite subset of natural numbers
{0, 1, . . . , k − 1} is a bijection and preserves the distinctionbetween free andboundnames, i.e.m ∈ {m0, . . . ,ml−1}
iff (m) ∈ {m0, . . . ,ml−1}.
Deﬁnition 3.4 (Orbit). Let N be a network of size k and  an automorphism on it. For any i ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} the
orbit Oˆ (i) generated by  is deﬁned as follows:
Oˆ (i) def= {i, ˆ(i), ˆ2(i), . . . , ˆh−1(i)}
where ˆj represents the composition of ˆ with itself j times. and h is least number such that h(i) = i.
Intuitively a network N is symmetric with respect to an automorphism  if and only if, for each i, the renaming
of the process associated to i is the same up to -conversion as the process associated to the permuted index
ˆ(i). This is a way of specifying in this setting that each process has the same duties.
In the ﬁrst part of the following deﬁnition we closely follow Palamidessi. In the second part however, we
restrict the notion of symmetry to networks where the automorphism has one orbit only.
Deﬁnition 3.5 (Symmetric network).
(1) Let N = [P0 | · · · | Pk−1] be a network and  an automorphism on it. We say that N is symmetric with
respect to  iff for each i ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}, Pˆ(i) = (Pi) holds.
(2) A network N = [P0 | · · · | Pk−1] is called symmetric if it is symmetric with respect to some automorphism
with a single orbit.
1 We make the distinction between network presentations and their interpretation as processes more formal in [28, Section 3.1].
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Our deﬁnitions of network automorphism and symmetric network differ from those of Palamidessi, since
she takes the network topology into account, and associates a hypergraph with a network. Automorphisms
are deﬁned with respect to this hypergraph, and a network is symmetric if it is symmetric with respect to every
automorphism.
Deﬁnition 3.6. Consider a network N = [P0 | P1 | · · · Pk−1]. A computation C is a (ﬁnite or inﬁnite) sequence:
N = N0−→N1−→N2−→· · ·−→Nj−→· · · .
• A computation C is maximal if it is inﬁnite, or else it is of the form N−→N1−→N2 · · · −→Nh where Nh 	→.
• The composition C · C′ of computations C and C′ is deﬁned in an obvious manner if C is ﬁnite and the last
state of the computation C coincides with the initial state of C′.
• We say that C′ extends C, written C ≺ C′, if there exists a computation C′′ such that C′ = C · C′′.
Our notion of computation is deﬁned using the reduction relation only. This is a substantial difference from
previous authors [24,11], where computation is deﬁned as a sequence of transitions derived from the labelled
transition system.
In our deﬁnition of network computation, we assume that a network reduces to a network. This might be
seen as restrictive; however since any process can be seen as a network, the above deﬁnition is general enough.
We do not require that a network preserves its own size. In fact in general this might not even be true, as will
become clear when presenting electoral systems in the ambient calculus.
Deﬁnition 3.7. Let C be a computation N−→· · ·−→Nh−→· · ·. We deﬁne the observables of C as
Obs(C) = {ω ∈ Obs : ∃h Nh ↓ ω}.
Computations have some rather nice properties on the observables: observation on computation is compo-
sitional and monotonic.
Lemma 3.8.
(1 ) Let C def= C′ · C′′ be a computation. Then Obs(C) = Obs(C′) ∪ Obs(C′′).
(2 ) Let C and C′ be two computations such that C ≺ C′. Then Obs(C) ⊆ Obs(C′).
Proof. Trivial. 
Intuitively an electoral system is a network which reports a unique winner, no matter how the computation
proceeds.
Deﬁnition 3.9 (Electoral system). A network N = [P0 | · · · | Pk−1] is an electoral system if for every maximal
computation C of N there exists an i < k such that Obs(C) = {ωi}. An electoral system is said to be symmetric if
the network is symmetric.
Thus each maximal computation gives exactly one winner. It does not matter which process in the original
network displays the observable barb; indeed, in ambient calculi this is not even necessarily meaningful, as
processes can intermingle using movement capabilities.
For Palamidessi the requirement for an electoral system is that every process in the electoral system can
execute a special action out〈i〉. In other words everyone is aware of the leader. As she states, her results would
hold under the alternative requirement that exactly one process announces the winner. Our notion is weaker, in
that we merely require that at least one process announces the winner, and it is left open how many processes
make the announcement. It has been proved in [31] that this notion of electoral system gives the same separation
results for the -calculus as those obtained by Palamidessi.
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4. Calculi with symmetric electoral systems
In this section, we present solutions to the leader election problem in symmetric networks of any ﬁnite size
in fragments of the -calculus, MA, PAC and SA deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 4.1.
(1) Let −m be m but without restriction.
(2) Let MAio be pure public MA without the open capability.
(3) Let PACpp be pure public PAC without the open capability.
(4) Let SAio be pure public SA without the open capability.
(5) Let SAiop be pure public SA without the out capability.
4.1. The -calculus with mixed choice
The-calculus withmixed choice can elect a leader in a symmetric network according to Palamidessi’s criteria
[24]. It is not difﬁcult to see that m admits a symmetric electoral system also according to our new and weaker
criteria. In the reduction semantics frameworks, we are able to improve slightly Palamidessi’s result; in fact we
can show that there exists an electoral system in m but without restriction. In the following proposition we
show that there exists a symmetric electoral system of size 2 in −m , which is sufﬁcient for restating Palamidessi’s
separation result between m and s.
Proposition 4.2. In −m there exists a symmetric electoral system of size 2.
Proof. We deﬁne a network N as follows:
P0
def= x0(y)+ x1〈z〉.ω0〈z〉 P1 def= x1(y)+ x0〈z〉.ω1〈z〉
N def= P0 | P1
The network is symmetric with respect to a single-orbit automorphism  deﬁned as follows:
(x0) = x1 (x1) = x0 (ω0) = ω1 (ω1) = ω0
with  the identity on all other names. There are only two possible computations. We present one in detail; the
other one is identical up to the renaming of .
C : N −→ w1〈z〉
Clearly Obs(C) = {ω1}. 
In the previous proposition there are two important features to notice. The ﬁrst one is that the link-passing
capability of the -calculus plays no rôle; it is the mixed choice which is important. In other words, the previous
electoral system could have been written in CCS without link passing.
The second feature is that the process above would not be an electoral system in Palamidessi’s framework.
In fact, not every computation leads to the election of a leader, if computation is deﬁned in terms of a labelled
transition system. Thus restriction is necessary for Palamidessi.
Remark 4.3. Proposition 4.2 can be generalised to networks of any ﬁnite size. The construction can be derived
from Palamidessi’s algorithm for a fully-connected network of size four in the proof of her Proposition 5.1.
Remark 4.4. We have used output barbs in our deﬁnition of electoral system. If we instead used input barbs to
report the winner, then it is straightforward to modify the electoral system of Proposition 4.2 to ﬁt the revised
deﬁnition.
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4.2. Ambient calculi
We now turn to showing that the existence of symmetric electoral systems in MAio. First we show that there
exists an electoral system of size 2. Then we present a more general solution, for a network of any size. The
solution presented here is different from the one in [27]. This new solution is slightly more complex, but has the
advantage of being easily adapted to PACpp.
Proposition 4.5. In MA
io
there exists a symmetric electoral system of size 2.
Proof. Let
P0
def= n0[ in n1.ω0[ out n0.out n1 ] ]
P1
def= n1[ in n0.ω1[ out n1.out n0 ] ]
N def= P0 | P1 .
The network is symmetric with respect to a single-orbit automorphism  deﬁned as follows:
(n0) = n1 (n1) = n0 (ω0) = ω1 (ω1) = ω0
There are only two possible computations. We shall present the ﬁrst one in detail:
C : n0[ in n1.ω0[ out n0.out n1 ] ] | n1[ in n0.ω1[ out n1.out n0 ] ] −→
n1[ n0[ω0[ out n0.out n1 ] ] | in n0.ω1[ out n1.out n0 ] ] −→
n1[ω0[ out n1 ] | n0[ ] | in n0.ω1[ out n1.out n0 ] ] −→
ω0[ ] | n1[ n0[ ] | in n0.ω1[ out n1.out n0 ] ]
Thus we conclude Obs(C) = {ω0}. The other computation is identical up to renaming via . 
Theorem 4.6. In MA
io
, for any k  1 there exists a symmetric electoral system of size k.
Proof (Sketch). Let k  1. The electoral system is deﬁned by N def= ∏i<k Pi where
Pi
def= ni[∏j /=i in nj.losei[Outn ] ] | ci[Ci,i+1 ]
Outn
def= ∏j<k ! out nj
Ci,i
def= ωi[ out ci ]
Ci,j
def= in losej.C ′i,j (j /= i)
C ′i,j
def= out losej.Ci,j+1 (j /= i)
(We use arithmetic modulo k for the indices.) The idea is that process j loses to process i if ambient nj enters
ambient ni . When this happens, the ambient losej is unleashed, and makes its way up to the top level. When
only one ni ambient is left at the top level then process i has won. It detects that it has won using the ambient
ci , which announces the winner after checking for the presence of losej ambients at the top level (for all j /= i).
Note that there may well be multiple losej ambients unleashed as ambient nj may continue to enter other nj′
ambients even after it has lost.
The full and detailed proof can be found in Appendix A; we present here for readability the case of the
network of size 3.
N def= P0 | P1 | P2
P0
def= n0[in n1.lose0[ !out n0 |!out n1 |!out n2 ] |
in n2.lose0[ !out n0 |!out n1 |!out n2 ] ] |
c0[ in lose1.out lose1.in lose2.out lose2.ω0[ out n0 ] ]
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P1
def= n1[in n2.lose1[ !out n1 |!out n2 |!out n0 ] |
in n0.lose1[ !out n1 |!out n2 |!out n0 ] ] |
c1[ in lose2.out lose2.in lose0.out lose0.ω1[ out n1 ] ]
P2
def= n2[in n0.lose2[ !out n2 |!out n0 |!out n1 ] |
in n1.lose2[ !out n2 |!out n0 |!out n1 ] ] |
c2[ in lose0.out lose0.in lose1.out lose1.ω2[ out n2 ] ] 
Note that we used a different construction in the proof of Theorem 4.6 in an earlier version of this paper [27].
The construction we use here has the advantage that it can be easily adapted to show the corresponding result
for PACpp:
Theorem 4.7. In PAC
pp
, for any k  1 there exists a symmetric electoral system of size k.
Proof (Sketch). We dualise the construction given in the proof of Theorem 4.6, essentially replacing in by pull
and out by push. The electoral system is deﬁned for k  2 by
N def=
∏
i<k
Pi
where
Pi
def= ni[∏j /=i(pull nj.losej[ ] | push losej) ] | ci[Ci,i+1 ]
Ci,j
def= pull losej.push losej (j /= i)
Ci,i
def= ωi[ ] | push ωi
We omit the proof that this is indeed an electoral system, which is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.6. 
We now consider electoral systems in fragments of SA. We can take the symmetric electoral system in the
proof of Theorem 4.6 and adapt it for SAio using the standard encoding (Section 2.2.2), with the one change
that we omit the open n from the encoding of n[ P ]. Hence:
Theorem 4.8. In SA
io
, for any k  1 there exists a symmetric electoral system of size k.
In constructing electoral systems in MAio, we use the in capability to break symmetry and the out to report the
winner at the top level. An interesting feature of SA is that we can also construct electoral systems using just
the in and the open capabilities, with the open enabling the reporting of the winner.
Proposition 4.9. In SA
iop
there exists a symmetric electoral system of size 2.
Proof. The electoral system is the following:
P0
def= open n0 | n0[ in n1 | in n0.open n0.ω0[ openω0 ] ]
P1
def= open n1 | n1[ in n0 | in n1.open n1.ω1[ openω1 ] ]
N def= P0 | P1
The ﬁrst process to perform an in reduction loses. 
We can generalise to systems of arbitrary size:
Theorem 4.10. In SA
iop
, for any k  1 there exists a symmetric electoral system of size k.
Proof. See Appendix B. 
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Remark 4.11. Recall that a barb in SA is a top-level unrestricted ambient containing either an open or an in
capability. Both Proposition 4.9 and Theorem 4.10 still hold if we vary the deﬁnition of barb by just using open
(in which case the proofs are unchanged), or by just using in (in which case we simply replace ωi[ open ωi ] by
ωi[ in ωi ] in our electoral systems).
5. Calculi without symmetric electoral systems
In this section, we are going to show that there are calculi that do not admit a symmetric electoral system.
First of all, we shall reestablish Palamidessi’s result on the -calculus with separate choice, which states that s
does not admit a symmetric electoral system [24]. We then prove that MA and SA without in and PAC without
pull do not admit a symmetric electoral system either.
5.1. The -calculus with separate choice
The following theorem claims that there does not exist a symmetric electoral system of any ﬁnite size in s.
The statement is identical to Palamidessi’s, although the proof is different in style. The proof is based on the
idea of showing that there exists a maximal computation which fails to elect the leader. This means that, either
more than one leader is elected or else the computation has no leader.
Theorem 5.1. [24]LetN = [P0 | · · · | Pk−1]with k  2 be a symmetric network ins. ThenN cannot be an electoral
system.
The full proof is very similar to the proof for MA without the in capability that follows. The details of this
proof can be found in [31]. It must be remarked that our proof is very constructive in the logical sense. The
computation that fails to elect a leader is constructed step by step in the proof, so that it is quite clear how the
initial symmetry is preserved during computation.
5.2. Mobile Ambients without the in capability
We have shown earlier that MAio can solve the leader election problem in a symmetric network. This kind
of problem can be solved in m, but not in s. It is clear that the mixed choice operator is the key for the
expressiveness result. It is an interesting problem as to which operator makes a difference in expressiveness for
ambient calculi. This question is also interesting for the following reason. It might be argued that leader election
problems are not interesting in the ambient setting, because of the inherent tree structure of processes. The next
theorem (Theorem 5.8) will show that this is not completely true. The tree structure of ambients is not indeed
the key to expressiveness. In fact, we could keep the tree structure and remove one capability, in n, in which case
the leader election problem cannot be solved. This means, in simple words, that for breaking symmetry the in
capability is crucial.
Deﬁnition 5.2. Let MA−in denote MA without the in capability.
Before proving Theorem 5.8 we need to show some lemmas.
Lemma 5.3. Let P be a process in MA
−in
and  a permutation. Then P ↓ n if and only if (P) ↓ (n).
Proof. By deﬁnition of barbs, P ↓ n if and only if P≡(m1 . . . ml)(n[ P ′ ] | P ′′) with n /∈ {m1 . . . ml} if and only if
(P)≡((m1) . . . (ml))((n)[ (P ′) ] | (P ′′)) by deﬁnition of permutation, if and only if (P) ↓ (n) by deﬁni-
tion of barbs. 
Lemma 5.4. Let P be a process in MA
−in
and  a substitution. If P−→P ′, then (P)−→(P ′).
Proof. By induction on −→. 
The following lemma says that initially a symmetric network cannot elect a leader. If one process declares a
winner, everyone else is declared a winner as well.
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Lemma 5.5. Let N = [P0 | · · · | Pk−1] be a symmetric network in MA−in. If for some i such that 0  i  k − 1 we
have N ↓ ωi, then for all l with 0  l  k − 1 we have N ↓ ωl.
Proof. Assume that N is symmetric with respect to  with one orbit only. First of all it is important to observe
that for such a  for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}
Oˆ (i) = {i, ˆ1(i) . . . ˆk−1(i)} = {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}.
If N ↓ ωi then there exists an r (0  r  k − 1) such that Pr ↓ ωi . By symmetry, for all h < k , Pˆh(r)=h(Pr) holds.
Hence, we have Pˆh(r) ↓ ωˆh(i) by Lemma 5.3. By assumption,  has one orbit. Hence, for all j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}
it holds that
[Pr | Pˆ(r) | · · · | Pˆk−1(r)] ↓ ωj. 
The next lemma is crucial; it shows that for a symmetric network there exists a computation that never breaks
the initial symmetry (note that in the presence of the in capability it is certainly possible to break symmetry, as
witnessed by the network used in the proof of Proposition 4.5).
Lemma 5.6. Let N = [P0 | · · · | Pk−1] be a symmetric network in MA−in. Assume that N−→N1. Then there exists
a computation C : N1−→· · ·−→Nk such that:
(1) Nk is symmetric;
(2) if for some i we have N1 ↓ ωi and N 	↓ ωi, then for all h such that 0  h  k − 1 we have Nk ↓ ωh;
(3) if for all j such that 0  j  k − 1 we have N1 	↓ ωj, then for all t, i such that 1  t  k and 0  i  k − 1 we
have Nt 	↓ ωi.
Proof. Assume that N is symmetric with respect to an automorphism  with one orbit only and that N−→N1.
There are two cases to consider:
Reduction derived from one process only.N−→N1 is the result of the computation of one process in the network.
Assume Pr in N has reduced as follows: Pr−→P†r . Before proceeding with the proof, we remind the reader
that by symmetry the following statements hold.
[P0 | P1 | · · · | Pk−1]≡[Pr | Pˆ(r) · · · | Pˆk−1(r)]
Pˆ(r) = (Pr)
Pˆ2(r) = 2(Pr) = (Pˆ(r))
Pˆ3(r) = 3(Pr) = (Pˆ2(r))
...
Pˆk (r) = k(Pr) = (Pˆk−1(r))
If Pr−→P†r and by symmetry (Pr) = Pˆ(r) then by Lemma 5.4 Pˆ(r)−→P†ˆ(r) where we let P†ˆ(r) = (P†r ). By
repeating the previous reasoning for each process in the network, we conclude there are the following k − 1
reductions.
Pˆ(r) −→ P†ˆ(r)= (P†r )
Pˆ2(r) −→ P†ˆ2(r)= 2(P
†
r )
...
Pˆk−1(r) −→ P†ˆk−1(r)= k−1(P
†
r )
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Therefore starting from the network N1 = [P†r | Pˆ(r) | · · · | Pˆk−1(r)] there exists the following computation.
N1 : [P†r | Pˆ(r) | Pˆ2(r) | · · · | Pˆk−1(r)] −→
N2 : [P†r | P†ˆ(r) | Pˆ2(r) | · · · | Pˆk−1(r)] −→
N3 : [P†r | P†ˆ(r) | P†ˆ2(r) | · · · | Pˆk−1(r)] −→
...
Nk : [P†r | P†ˆ(r) | P†ˆ2(r) | · · · | P
†
ˆk−1(r)]
This deﬁnes C : N1−→· · ·−→Nk .
(1) By symmetry we have:
[P†r | P†ˆ(r) | P†ˆ2(r) | · · · | P
†
ˆk−1(r)]≡[P
†
0 | P†1 | · · · | P†k−1]
from which we conclude that Nk is symmetric with respect to . Since  has not changed, it has one
orbit only.
(2) If for some h such that 0  h  k − 1 we have N 	↓ ωh and N1 ↓ ωh, it is the case that ωh has appeared
during the ﬁrst step of computation as follows.
Pr−→P†r ↓ ωh
By Lemma 5.3 the remaining processes will exhibit the other barbs as follows:
Pˆ(r) −→ (P†r ) ↓ ωˆ(h)
Pˆ2(r) −→ 2(P†r ) ↓ ωˆ2(h)
...
Pˆk−1(r) −→ k−1(P†r ) ↓ ωˆk−1(h).
Hence, since  has one orbit only, for all j such that 0  j  k − 1 we have Nk ↓ ωj .
(3) If for all j such that 0  j  k − 1 we have N1 	↓ ωj then P†r 	↓ ωj for all j. Now assume for a contra-
diction that for some h and i (0  i, h  k − 1) Ni+1 ↓ ωˆi(h) and Ni 	↓ ωˆi(h). Then P†ˆi(r) ↓ ωˆi(h) and
by Lemma 5.3 P†r ↓ ωh, which contradicts our previous assumption.
Reduction derived from the interaction of two processes.We assume, without loss of generality and to the mere
end of simplifying the notation, that P0 and Pd are the two processes involved in the reduction. Moreover, in
order to simplify the notation, we assume that ˆ(i) = i + 1 for each i < k .
By the operational semantics of this limited calculus, there are two possible ways in which the reduction
can occur, namely by the rules red open and red a-comm (note that the rule red out just involves a single
process, and has therefore already been covered in the previous case).
(1) P0 and Pd reduce by the use of the rule red open. We assume, without loss of generality that
P0 = (p01 . . . p0s )(open n.S0 | P ′0)
Pd = (pd1 . . . pds )(n[Qd ] | P ′d )
with n /∈ {p01 . . . p0s } ∪ {pd1 . . . pds } (otherwise the two processes would not be able to reduce).
Moreover, we will silently use structural congruence to move processes to adjacent positions in order
to perform a reduction, and to move them back again to their original positions.
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By symmetry, we conclude the following statements starting from P0.
Pˆ(0) = (p 11 . . . p 1s )(open (n).(S0) | (P ′0))
Pˆ2(0) = (p21 . . . p2s )(open 2(n).2(S0) | 2(P ′0))
...
Pˆk−1(0) = (pk−11 . . . pk−1s )(open k−1(n).k−1(S0) | k−1(P ′0))
Similar conclusions can be drawn starting from Pd .
Pˆ(d) = (pd+11 . . . pd+1s )((n)[ (Qd) ] | (P ′d ))
Pˆ2(d) = (pd+21 . . . pd+2s )(2(n)[ 2(Qd) ] | 2(P ′d ))
...
Pˆk−1(d) = (pd−1d . . . pd−1s )(k−1(n)[ k−1(Qd) ] | k−1(P ′d ))
We see that
P0 = (p01 . . . p0s )(open n.S0 | −d (n)[Q0 ] | R0)
Pd = (pd1 . . . pds )(open d(n).Sd | n[Qd ] | Rd)
and in general, for all h such that 0  h  k − 1 we have
Ph = (ph1 . . . phs )(open h(n).Sh | h−d (n)[Qh ] | Rh)
where for all i < k we have (Si) = Si+1, (Qi) = Qi+1 and (Ri) = Ri+1.
Thus each Ph contains both an ambient, which wemay regard as a “positive” charge, and an open capa-
bility, which we may regard as a “negative” charge, giving an overall neutral process. Now if P0 | Pd
performs an open reduction, we may denote the residue by P+0 | P−d , where the “charged” residual
processes have the syntactical form:
P+0 = (p01 . . . p0s )(S0 | −d (n)[Q0 ] | R0)
P−d = (pd1 . . . pds )(open d(n).Sd | Qd | Rd)
In general the residues of the processes are the following:
P+h = (ph1 . . . phs )(Sh | h−d (n)[Qh ] | Rh)
P+h = (ph1 . . . phs )(open h(n).Sh | Qh | Rh)
P+−h = P−+d = (ph1 . . . phs )(Sh | Qh | Rh).
Now in order to show concretely how the computation goes around let k − d = r. Now we need to
consider the relationship between r and d . There are two cases to consider: r  d or d < r. We consider
d < r and we assume that k = 2d + m (the other cases are similar). Hence the computation proceeds as
shown below:
P1 | Pd+1 −→ P+1 | P−d+1
P2 | Pd+2 −→ P+2 | P−d+2
...
Pd−1 | P2d−1 −→ P+d−1 | P−2d−1
P−d | P2d −→ P−+d | P−2d
P−d+1 | P+2d+1 −→ P−+d+1 | P−2d+1
...
P−d+(m−1) | Pk−1 −→ P−+d+(m−1) | P−k−1
P−+2d | P+0 −→ P−+d+m | P+−0
...
P−k−1 | P+d−1 −→ P−+k−1 | P+−d−1
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Then the network is partitioned in this way:
Nh = [P0 | · · · | Pd | · · · | P2d | · · · | Pk−1].
The computation of the network after the initial step is the following:
N1 : [P+0 | P1 | · · · | P−d | Pd+1 · · · | Pk−1] −→
N2 : [P+0 | P+1 | · · · | P−d | P−d+1 | · · · | Pk−1] −→
...
Nd : [P+0 | P+1 | · · · | P−+d | · · · | P−2d | · · · | Pk−1] −→
...
Nk : [P+−0 | P+−1 | · · · | P−+d | · · · | P−+2d | · · · | P−+k−1 ]
Hence we have C : N1−→· · ·−→Nk .
(a) Now we have to show that the network Nk is symmetric. Now, Nk is symmetric with respect to ,
since for all s (0  s  k − 1) the following holds:
P+−
ˆh(0)
= (ph1 . . . phs )(Sh | Qh | R0))
= (ph1 . . . phs )(h(S0) | h(Q0) | h(R0))= h((p01 . . . p0s )(S0 | Q0 | R0))= h(P+−0 )
The automorphism  has one orbit only since it has not changed.
(b) If for some h such that 0  h  k − 1we haveN 	↓ ωh andN1 ↓ ωh, then either P+0 ↓ ωh or P−d ↓ ωh.
Let us consider P+0 ↓ ωh (the other case is similar). We have P+−0 ↓ ωh from which we conclude
by Lemma 5.3 that for all s we have P+−
ˆs(0) ↓ ωˆs(h). Hence, since  has one orbit only, for all h
such that 0  h  k we have Nk ↓ ωh.
(c) If for all j such that 0  j  k − 1 we have N1 	↓ ωj , then P0 | Pd−→P+0 | P−d 	↓ ωj if and only
if we have P+0 	↓ ωj and P−d 	↓ ωj . Now assume for a contradiction that for some h and t such
that 0  t, h  k − 1 we have Nt ↓ ωˆt−1(h) and Nt−1 	↓ ωˆt−1(h). Then there are different cases to
consider: t < d or d  t  2d or 2d + 1  t  k − 1.
(i) If t < d then we have Pˆt−1(0) | Pˆt−1(d)−→P+ˆt−1(0) | P−t−1(d) ↓ ωˆt−1(h), which means by deﬁni-
tion of barbs that either P+
ˆt−1(0) ↓ ωˆt−1(h) or P−ˆt−1(d) ↓ ωˆt−1(h).We consider P+ˆt−1(0) ↓ ωˆt−1(h)
(the other case is similar). By Lemma 5.3 it holds that P+0 ↓ ωh which implies that N1 ↓ ωh.
This is a clear contradiction of the assumption.
(ii) If d  t  2d then we have P−
ˆt−1(0) | Pˆt−1(d)−→P−+ˆt−1(0) | P−ˆt−1(d) ↓ ωˆt−1(h), which implies
that either P−+
ˆt−1(0) ↓ ωˆt−1(h) or P−ˆt−1(d) ↓ ωˆt−1(h). Now we consider P−+ˆt−1(0) ↓ ωˆt−1(h) (the
other case is similar to the previous one). Since we have P−+
ˆt−1(0) = (pt−11 . . . p t−1s )(Pˆt−1(0) |
Qˆt−1(0) | Rˆt−1(0)) we conclude that either Pˆt−1(0) ↓ ωˆt−1(h) or Qˆst−1(0) ↓ ωˆt−1(h). Assume
that Pˆt−1(0) ↓ ωˆt−1(h). Then by Lemma 5.3 we have P+0 ↓ ωh, which implies N1 ↓ ωh. This
contradicts our previous assumption. On the other hand, if we have Qˆt−1(0) ↓ ωˆt−1(h) then
for some s we have s(d) = t−1(0); hence Qˆs(d) ↓ ωˆt−1(h). Therefore by Lemma 5.3 Qd ↓
ωˆ(t−1)−s(h) and by deﬁnition of barbs P
−
d ↓ ωˆ(t−1)−s(h) and N1 ↓ ωˆ(t−1)−s(h), which contradicts
our assumption.
(iii)The case 2d + 1  t  k − 1 is similar to the previous one.
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(2) The reduction is triggered by the rule red a-comm. This means the redex is formed with communication
primitives. Then we have:
P0 = (p01 . . . p0s )(〈n〉 | S0)
Pd = (pd1 . . . pds )((y).Qd | P ′d ).
Thus, with reasoning similar to the previous case, we can conclude that for each j such that 0  j 
k − 1:
Pj = (pj1 . . . pjs )(〈j(n)〉 | (j−d (y)).Qj | Rj)
where for each i < k we have (Qi) = Qi+1 and (Ri) = Ri+1. Thus, each process can reduce indepen-
dently as in the case of ‘Computation derived from one process only’. The proof then is identical to
that case. 
So far we have shown that starting from a symmetric state, a network of size k reaches in k steps of com-
putation another symmetric state, where either everyone is a winner or nobody has won the election. In both
cases the election for the leader has failed. It remains to show that for any maximal computation, the property
described above is preserved. The next lemma expresses exactly this. Recall that Obsk = {ω0,ω1, . . . ,ωk−1}.
Lemma 5.7. Let N = [P0 | · · · | Pk−1] with k  2 be a symmetric network in MA−in. Then there exists a maximal
computation C such that either Obs(C) ⊇ Obsk or Obs(C) ∩ Obsk = ∅.
Proof. First of all, we deﬁne a symmetry-preserving computation of index n, written Cn, as:
C0 = N0k = N
Cn =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Cn−1 if Cn−1 	−→
Cn−1 · C otherwise,
where N(n−1)k is the ﬁnal state of Cn−1
and C′ : N(n−1)k −→ N(n−1)k+1
and there exists a computation C′′ as in Lemma 5.6
such that C = C′ · C′′
For a network of size k , if the computation Cn of index n has not terminated, then the length of the computation is
nk . For each n, the ﬁnal state Nnk of Cn is symmetric by Lemma 5.6. The deﬁnition of observable in a computation
naturally extends to the symmetry-preserving computation. By induction on n, the index of the symmetry-
preserving computation Cn, we show that Obs(Cn) ⊇ Obsk or Obs(Cn) ∩ Obsk = ∅.
(n = 0) The network N0k = N either does not display any winner i.e. for all j such that 0  j  k − 1 we have
N 	↓ ωj , or if for some i we have N ↓ ωi , then by Lemma 5.6 for all h such that 0  h  k − 1 we have N ↓ ωh.
Thus, we conclude that either Obs(C0) ⊇ Obsk or Obs(C0) ∩ Obsk = ∅.
(n > 0) Assume by induction hypothesis that there exists a symmetry-preserving computation with index n− 1,
written Cn−1, which either displays more than one winner, Obs(Cn−1) ⊇ Obsk , or displays no winner, Obs(Cn−1) ∩
Obsk = ∅.
According to the deﬁnition above of symmetry-preserving computation, there are two cases to consider:
(1) If Cn−1 	−→, then Cn = Cn−1 and Cn is maximal. Thus the lemma is proved.
(2) Otherwise, we have Cn = Cn−1 · C where C′ : N(n−1)k−→N(n−1)k+1, C′′ : N(n−1)k+1−→ . . .−→Nnk is as in
Lemma 5.6, and C = C′ · C′′.
If Obs(Cn−1) ⊇ Obsk then by Lemma 3.8 Obs(Cn) ⊇ Obsk and the proof is concluded. Otherwise Obs(Cn−1) ∩
Obsk = ∅. Then there are two cases to consider:
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(a) If for some i < k we have N(n−1)k+1 ↓ ωi , then, since N(n−1)k is symmetric, by Lemma 5.6 for
all j such that 0  j  k we have N(n−1)k+k ↓ ωj . Thus, we have that Obs(C′′) ⊇ Obsk . Now by
Lemma 3.8 it is the case that Obs(C) = Obs(C′) ∪ Obs(C′′) ⊇ Obsk . Also, Cn = Cn−1 · C. Hence, we
conclude that the symmetry-preserving computation with index n, admits all the observables i.e.
Obs(Cn) = Obs(Cn−1) ∪ Obs(C) ⊇ Obsk . Thus the proof is concluded.
(b) If for all i < k we have N(n−1)k+1 	↓ ωi , then, since N(n−1)k is symmetric, by Lemma 5.6, C′′ :
N(n−1)k+1−→ . . .−→Nnk is such that N(n−1)k+t 	↓ ωi for all t, i such that 1  t  k and 0  i 
k − 1. Thus, Obs(C′) ∩ Obsk = ∅ and Obs(C′′) ∩ Obsk = ∅. Now it is the case that Obs(C) = Obs(C′) ∪
Obs(C′′). Hence Obs(C) ∩ Obsk = ∅. Also Cn = Cn−1 · C. and Obs(Cn) = Obs(Cn−1) ∪ Obs(C). Hence, we
conclude that the symmetry-preserving computation with index n for any n, admits no observable
i.e. Obs(Cn) ∩ Obsk = ∅.
The required maximal computation C, either ﬁnite or inﬁnite, is obtained by joining (for all indexes n) the sym-
metry-preserving computations Cn. Clearly, it is the case that either Obs(C) ⊇ Obsk or Obs(C) ∩ Obsk = ∅, which
concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Theorem 5.8.Let N = [P0 | · · · | Pk−1]with k  2 be a symmetric network inMA−in. Then N cannot be an electoral
system.
Proof.Assume for a contradiction that N is an electoral system. Then for everymaximal computation C a winner
has to be elected and Obs(C)= {ωi} with 0  i  k − 1. By Lemma 5.7 there exists a maximal computation C′ such
that either Obs(C′) ⊇ Obsk or Obs(C′) ∩ Obsk = ∅. In either case we have a contradiction, and so N cannot be an
electoral system. 
We conclude this section by pointing out that negative results hold also for PAC and SA. Let us deﬁne SA−in
to be SA without the in capability, and PAC−pull to be PAC without the pull capability. Then PAC−pull and
SA−in do not admit symmetric electoral systems either. This can be proved quite easily by minor modiﬁcation
of the proof of Lemma 5.6.
Theorem 5.9.
1. Let N = [P0 | · · · | Pk−1] with k  2 be a symmetric network in SA−in. Then N cannot be an electoral system.
2. Let N = [P0 | · · · | Pk−1] with k  2 be a symmetric network in PAC−pull. Then N cannot be an electoral
system.
6. Separation results
In this section, we present the separation results that can be derived from the work done so far.
6.1. When do encodings not exist?
Expressiveness results depend on the existence or not of encodings among calculi. As much as it is necessary
to argue that encodings obey certain semantic conditions, one has to argue that encodings that are not respectful
of speciﬁc semantic conditions do not exist. We argue that in dealing with leader election problems, an encoding
must: preserve the fundamental criteria of the problem and not introduce a solution. We present below the con-
ditions for an encoding to preserve symmetric electoral systems, and we show the general result in Lemma 6.2.
Afterwards we shall discuss this notion of encoding.
Deﬁnition 6.1. Let L,L′ be process languages. An encoding [[ − ]] : L → L′ is
1. distribution-preserving if for all processes P , Q of L, [[P | Q]] = [[P ]] | [[Q]];
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2. permutation-preserving if for any permutation of names  in L there exists a permutation  in L′ such
that [[(P)]] = ([[P ]]) and the permutations are compatible on observables, in that for all i ∈ IN we have
(ωi) = (ωi), so that ˆ(i) = ˆ(i);
3. observation-respecting if for any P in L,
(a) for every maximal computation C of P there exists a maximal computation C′ of [[P ]] such that
Obs(C) = Obs(C′);
(b) for every maximal computation C of [[P ]] there exists a maximal computation C′ of P such that
Obs(C) = Obs(C′).
An encoding which preserves distribution and permutation is uniform.
The ﬁrst two items in Deﬁnition 6.1 (i.e. uniformity) are as in Palamidessi [24]. The condition of preserving
distribution is important in ruling out encodings which make use of a central server. The second condition
prevents a trivial solution from being introduced by collapsing all the set of natural numbers {0, 1, . . . , k − 1} to
a j ∈ IN. Notice that the ﬁrst two items aim to map symmetric networks to symmetric networks of the same size
and with the same orbit. The third item aims to preserve the uniqueness of the winner. Because the winner in
this framework is represented with a barb, the condition is on barbs.
The condition of respecting observations is our interpretation of Palamidessi’s requirement of “preserving a
reasonable semantics”. She states that a reasonable semantics should distinguish processes which differ on the
observables of their maximal computations. In fact, we only require part (3b) to ensure that electoral systems are
mapped to electoral systems; part (3a) is added to make the condition more natural. In their version of Palami-
dessi’s work, Sangiorgi and Walker [29] use a condition that if the observables of every maximal computation
of a process P are singletons, then the same is true for the encoding of P . This obviously relates very directly
to the need to preserve electoral systems. Finally, Ene and Muntean [11] use yet another formulation. As it only
refers to ﬁnite computations, it would not be enough for our purposes.
There are other criteria on encodings which have been discussed in the literature, such as full abstraction and
operational correspondence. Our particular choice is simply motivated by the need to ﬁnd conditions which are
strong enough to preserve electoral systems, and which are no stronger than necessary, so that our separation
results are as strong as possible.
Symmetric electoral systems are mapped to symmetric electoral systems by encodings satisfying Deﬁnition
6.1:
Lemma 6.2. Suppose [[ − ]] : L → L′ is a uniform observation-respecting encoding. Suppose that N is a symmetric
electoral system of size k with no globally bound names. Let N′ def= [[N]]. Then N′ is also a symmetric electoral system
of size k.
Proof.Assume that the network N = P0 | P1 | · · · | Pk−1 of size k is an electoral system in L and that [[ − ]] : L → L′
is a uniform observation-respecting encoding. We are going to show that [[P0 | P1 | · · · | Pk−1]] is a symmetric
electoral system, i.e. every maximal computation yields one winner only. Since [[ − ]] is distribution-preserving
(Deﬁnition 6.1(1)) then it preserves the size of the network:
[[P0 | P1 | · · · | Pk−1]] = [[P0]] | [[P1]] | · · · | [[Pk−1]].
By symmetry, for all i such that 0  i  k − 1 we have (Pi) = Pˆ(i) and since [[ − ]] is permutation-preserving
(Deﬁnition 6.1(2)), then there exists a  such that for all i ∈ IN we have ˆ(i) = ˆ(i).
([[Pi]]) = [[(Pi)]] by Deﬁnition 6.1(2)
= [[Pˆ(i)]] by symmetry
= [[P
ˆ(i)
]] since ˆ(i) = ˆ(i).
Hence [[N]] is symmetric with respect to  (with one orbit only). It remains to show that [[N]] is an electoral
system. Consider amaximal computation C′ of [[N]]. By condition (3b) of Deﬁnition 6.1 theremust exist a compu-
tation C of N such that Obs(C) = Obs(C′). Now since N is an electoral system, every maximal computation exhibits
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onewinner only.Hence Obs(C) = {ωj} for some j such that 0  j  k − 1, which implies that Obs(C′) = {ωj}. Since
this is true for every maximal computation C′ of [[N]], the lemma is proved. 
6.2. Negative results for the -calculus
First of all, we show that the -calculus with mixed choice and without restriction cannot be encoded into
the -calculus with separate choice. This is a stronger version of Palamidessi’s result [24].
Corollary 6.3. There does not exist a uniform observation-respecting encoding from −m into s.
Proof. By Proposition 4.2, Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 6.2. 
6.3. Comparing the -calculus with ambients
In this section, the negative results aim to compare the relative strength of the the ambient calculi and the
-calculus dialects.
First we show that pure (i.e. without communication)MAwithout open cannot be encoded into the-calculus
with separate choice.
Corollary 6.4. There does not exist a uniform observation-respecting encoding from MA
io
into s.
Proof. By Proposition 4.5, Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 6.2. 
On the other hand, the -calculus with mixed choice admits a symmetric electoral system, which implies that
there is no encoding from the -calculus with mixed choice to MA without the in capability.
Corollary 6.5. There does not exist a uniform observation-respecting encoding from −m into MA
−in
.
Proof. By Proposition 4.2, Theorem 5.7 and Lemma 6.2. 
Zimmer [32] encoded the synchronous -calculus without choice into pure SA. He created unique ambients for
each channel name, to give inputs and outputs a place to synchronise. The key issue was simulating substitu-
tion, which he handled by special “forwarder” ambients. He showed that his encoding satisﬁes an operational
correspondence. Below we show that an encoding in the reverse direction is not possible under our conditions.
Corollary 6.6.
(1) There does not exist a uniform observation-respecting encoding from SA
iop
into s.
(2) There does not exist a uniform observation-respecting encoding from SA
io
into s.
Proof.
(1) By Proposition 4.9 (or Theorem 4.10), Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 6.2.
(2) By Theorem 4.8, Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 6.2. 
6.4. Comparing ambient calculi
This section aims to show that, similarly to the -calculus world, also within the ambient world there is a
hierarchy that is induced by the solution of the leader election problem in some dialects of the ambient calculus.
Corollary 6.7. There does not exist a uniform observation-respecting encoding from SA
iop
or SA
io
into MA
−in
.
Proof. By Proposition 4.9 and Theorem 4.8 together with Theorem 5.7 and Lemma 6.2. 
Corollary 6.8. There does not exist a uniform observation-respecting encoding from MA
io
into MA
−in
.
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Fig. 1. Summary of results so far.
Proof. By Proposition 4.5, Theorem 5.7 and Lemma 6.2. 
Corollary 6.9. There does not exist a uniform observation-respecting encoding from PAC
pp
into MA
−in
.
Proof. By Theorem 4.7, Theorem 5.7 and Lemma 6.2. 
In Fig. 1 we provide a graphical view of the separation results between the calculi and their dialects dealt with
in this section. All calculi above the line have symmetric electoral systems of every size. Those calculi below the
line do not have symmetric electoral systems of size greater than one. By Lemma 6.2 there is no arrow going
from any calculus above the line to any calculus below the line, which yields the separation results in this section,
together with a number of others.
7. Other calculi
One possible way of interpreting the result that MA with the in and out capabilities only (MAio) has symmet-
ric electoral systems (Theorem 4.6), is that in the presence of trees (as computation on MA can be interpreted),
the solution to symmetrical electoral systems is trivial. It has been shown in Theorem 5.8 that this is not strictly
true, since in presence of trees but without the ability to enter them, then there does not exist a symmetrical
electoral system. One could regard the calculus without the in capability as an ‘uninteresting’ fragment of MA
and still believe that symmetric electoral systems, in calculi with an inherent tree structure, are not interesting.
We conjecture that the existence of electoral systems is related to the syntactic form of redexes in calculi; we
will show in this section that variants of ambient calculus, namely MA with objective moves and SA without
grave interferences, which retain a formof the in capability and tree structure, can preserve symmetry throughout
computation, making a solution to leader election problems impossible.
To see the relationship between the form of redexes in a calculus and a solution to leader election problems
it sufﬁces to observe that to break the initial symmetry some possible computations have to be pre-empted.
In reduction semantics, a term computes if it contains an unguarded redex as subterm. Thus, certain redexes
have a syntactic form that destroys redexes of contiguous processes and inhibits certain paths of computation.
Consider a concrete example in MA and m:
P = n[ in m ] | m[ in n ] (1)
S = n(x)+ m〈x〉 | m(x)+ n〈x〉 (2)
The processes P and S contain two redexes, and happen to be symmetric networks of size 2, with an auto-
morphism  = {n → m,m → n}. There are two common features to observe: neither subprocess of the networks
contains composition, and if one of the two redexes reduces, then the other is destroyed.
Consider now the equivalent of the network above in s:
R = R1 | R2
R1 = n(x) | m〈x〉
R2 = m(x) | n〈x〉 (3)
The process R contains two redexes and it is a symmetric network of size 2, with an automorphism  = {n →
m,m → n}. Each subprocess R1 and R2 contains composition, and each redex does not pre-empt the other;
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therefore symmetry is reinstated after two reductions. We leave for future research to ﬁnd a suitable format
on redexes to explain in a general way this phenomenon. For now, we note that the syntactic form of redexes
inﬂuences preservation of symmetry.
In the remainder of this section, we present two variants of ambient calculi: MA with objective moves and
SA without grave interferences. Both calculi present redexes that contain composition (as in the example of s
above) and since they preserve symmetry throughout computation, a solution to leader election problems is
impossible.
7.1. Objective moves
We consider in this subsection a variant of the ambient calculus with objective moves, which we call MAob.
This variant of the calculus was discussed by Cardelli and Gordon [8]. The objective calculus has two different
capabilities with respect to standard MA. Instead of in n and out n there are mvin n and mvout n. We replace
red in and red out by the following reduction rules:
mvin n.P | n[Q ]−→n[ P | Q ] red obj-in
n[ mvout n.P | Q ]−→P | n[Q ] red obj-out
Cardelli and Gordon call this type of movement “objective” to distinguish it from the “subjective” movement of
standardMA,where ambientsmove by using their own internal capabilities.Movement in PAC is also objective,
since ambients are moved from outside themselves, though PAC movement is deﬁned quite differently from
that of MAob.
In this variant of the ambient calculus the in capability preserves symmetry; to give a concrete intuition
consider the equivalent of network (1) above:
Q1 = mvin n.0 | m[ ]
Q2 = mvinm.0 | n[ ]
Q = Q1 | Q2
The network Q contains two redexes as well, and similarly to P is symmetric with respect to the automorphism
 above; moreover there are two possible computations only. In comparison to the MA network P in equation
(1), P and Q enjoy the same properties so far. However, in Q each subprocess Q1 and Q2 contains parallel
composition and each redex can reduce without destroying the other (similarly to the -calculus with separate
choice).
We now show that MAob does not have symmetric electoral systems, essentially because symmetry cannot
be broken.
Theorem 7.1. Let N = [P0 | · · · | Pk−1] be a symmetric network inMAob with k  2. Then N cannot be an electoral
system.
Proof. See Appendix C. 
Corollary 7.2. There does not exist a uniform observation-respecting encoding from MA
io
into MA
ob
, or from m
into MA
ob
.
Proof. By Theorems 4.6 and 7.1, and Lemma 6.2. 
Remark 7.3. Cardelli and Gordon [8] also discuss a variant form of objective moves with a reduction rule of the
form
mvm in n.P | m[Q ] | n[R ]−→P | n[m[Q ] | R ]
This form of objective move can break symmetry (like standard in).
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7.2. Safe Ambients without grave interferences
We consider in this subsection a variant of SA without grave interferences, written SA−gi, which was pre-
sented by Levi and Sangiorgi [17]. They deﬁne syntactically what are grave interferences, and they characterise
with a type system a fragment of SA which is free from grave interferences. The type system is beyond the scope
of this paper; thus we shall characterise the interference-free fragment syntactically.
In this section, we shall prove that SA without grave interferences (SA−gi) does not admit a solution to leader
election problems in symmetric networks. We assume a countable set of colours C and let 	 range over it. We
deﬁne coloured Safe Ambients (CSA) with coloured capabilities. Deﬁnition 2.9 is updated as follows:
M ::= in n	 | out n	 | open n	 | in n	 | out n	 | open n	
Moreover, we deﬁne coloured processes to be well-formed if:
• capabilities are not allowed after replication;
• the function from colours to capabilities is injective.
We shall only consider well-formed CSA processes. Structural congruence rules are easily extended to coloured
processes, and the coloured reduction relation −→C , where C ⊂ C is a set of colours, is deﬁned as follows:
m[ in n	1 .P1 | P2 ] | n[ in n	2 .Q1 | Q2 ]−→{	1,	2}n[m[ P1 | P2 ] | Q1 | Q2 ] red s-in∗
n[ out n	1 .P1 | P2 | m[ out n	2 .Q1 | Q2 ] ]−→{	1,	2}n[ P1 | P2 ] | m[Q1 | Q2 ] red s-out∗
open n	1 .P | n[ open n	2 .Q1 | Q2 ]−→{	1,	2}P | Q1 | Q2 red s-open∗
〈m〉 | (n).P−→∅P {m/n} red a-comm∗
Reduction rules for contexts are identical to Deﬁnition 2.7. There is an obvious encoding, which strips out all
colours, fromCSAprocesses to SAprocesses. Such an encodingwould also preserve closely steps of computation
[17].
Grave interferences are deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 7.4. Let P ∈ CSA, and let C1 and C2 be two non-empty sets of colours.
• Two reductions P−→C1P1 and P−→C2P2 interfere on C1 and C2 if there is no P3 such that P1−→C2P3 and
P2−→C1P3.• P has an interference on C1 and C2 if there are two transitions, P−→C1P1 and P−→C2P2, that interfere with
C1 and C2.
• P has a grave interference if there exist two disjoint sets of colours C1 and C2 such that P has an interference
on C1 and C2.
We deﬁne Safe Ambients without grave interferences, SA−gi, to be CSA without grave interferences as in Deﬁ-
nition 7.4, with the colours removed.
We can ﬁnally introduce our result on processes without grave interferences, namely that if a symmetric net-
work does not have grave interferences, i.e. belongs to SA−gi, then the leader election problem does not admit a
solution. We observe that the network for SA of size 2 presented in Proposition 4.9 contains grave interferences.
In fact consider the (partially) coloured version of the process in Proposition 4.9.
P0
def= open n0 | n0[ in n1	1 | in n0	2 .open n0.ω0[ open ω0 ] ]
P1
def= open n1 | n1[ in n0	3 | in n1	4 .open n1.ω1[ open ω1 ] ]
N def= P0 | P1
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Clearly P0 | P1−→{	1,	4}Q and P0 | P1−→{	3,	3}R for someQ and R, and {	1,	4} ∩ {	3,	2} = ∅ and there exists
no process S such that Q and R reduce to S .
To prove our main result we need to show some intermediate steps. First of all we deﬁne a calculus SA−giin as
the calculus where only the rule red s-in is replaced by red s-in∗ and has no grave interferences—as inDeﬁnition
7.4. In other words, this is a calculus that has only colours on the in and in and where grave interferences can
be deﬁned on in-redexes only. Observing that in Theorem 5.9(1) we have shown that SA−in does not admit a
symmetric electoral system—even in the presence of grave interferences for open and out —then considering
the rather restricted form of grave interferences as in SA−giin makes sense in order to see how constraining the
in-redex could lead to a weaker calculus.
Theorem 7.5.Let N = [P0 | · · · | Pk−1] be a symmetric network in SA−giinwith k  2. Then N cannot be an electoral
system.
Proof (Sketch). By Theorem 5.9(1) we only need to consider the case of two communicating processes using the
red s-in∗ rule. Without loss of generality we assume that P0 and Pd make a transition and for some P ′0, P
′′
0 , P
′′′
0
and Q′d ,Q′′d ,Q′′′d we have:
P0 = n0[ in nd .P ′0 | P ′′0 ] | P ′′′0
Pd = nd [ in nd .Q′d | Q′′d ] | Q′′′d .
Observing that Pd = Pˆd (0) then for all i such that 0  i  k − 1 we have:
Pi = ni[ in ni+d .P ′i | P ′′i ] | ni[ in ni.Q′i | Q′′i ] | Q′′′i (1)
with P ′′′i ≡ni[ in ni.Q′i | Q′′i ] | Q′′′i or
Pi = n[ in ni+d .P ′i | in ni.Q′i | Si ] | Ri (2)
with P ′′i ≡in ni.Q′i | Si and P ′′′i ≡Ri 	≡ (m1 . . . mh)(ni[ in ni.T1 | T2 ] | T3) for some processes T1, T2, T3. If the Pi have
the form in equation (1) then, with a reasoning similar to Lemma C.3 of the Appendix, we see that symmetry
is re-established in k reductions. Otherwise, we consider the network coloured in the following way: in nj takes
colour 	j and in nj takes colour 	j . Thus:
[P0 | P1 | · · · | Pd | · · · | Pk−1]−→{	0,	d }[R0 | P1 . . . | (nd [ n0[ P ′0 | P ′′0 ] | P ′′d ] | Rd) | · · · | Pk−1].
We consider also the pair P−d and P0. Then:
[P0 | P1 | · · · | P−d | · · · | Pk−1]−→{	−d ,	0}[(n0[ n−d [ P ′−d | P ′′−d ] | P ′′0 ] | R0) | P1 | · · · | R−d | · · · | Pk−1].
Thus N−→{	0,	d }N′ and N−→{	−d ,	0}N′′ and {	0,	d } ∩ {	−d ,	0} = ∅. There does not exist a processM such
that N′−→{	−d ,	0}M and N′′−→{	0,	d }M since R0 would not be able to communicate with P−d in N′. Contradic-
tion with the assumption that N did not have grave interferences. Therefore for each i such that 0  i  k − 1
the processes Pi in the network have the syntactic from in equation (1). 
The result above implies that SA−gi does not admit a symmetric electoral system.
Corollary 7.6.Let N = [P0 | · · · | Pk−1] be a symmetric network in SA−giwith k  2. Then N cannot be an electoral
system.
As consequence of Corollary 7.6 and [17, Corollary 5.14], Levi and Sangiorgi’s single-threadness typed SA does
not admit a symmetric electoral system, and thus it is less expressive than full SA. The result presented in
this section sheds light on the strength of a very restrictive form of in-redex. In [17, Deﬁnition A.2] Levi and
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Sangiorgi present the complete list of grave interference patterns. We claim that SA with grave interference
in the form of their pattern 5 sufﬁces to have a calculus that can solve leader election problems in networks
of size at least three. To solve leader election problems in symmetric networks of size two, the degenerate
n[ in h.P | in n.Q ] | h[ in n.P ′ | in h.Q′ ] form of pattern 5 is needed. Moreover, the exclusion of grave interfer-
ence pattern 5 is sufﬁcient to make symmetric leader elections impossible.
8. Failure to declare winner
In this section, we introduce a completely different kind of failure to elect the leader in symmetric network.
Just as MA−in does not have symmetric electoral systems, we can show that MA with only the out capability
removed, which we call MA−out, does not have symmetric electoral systems. The idea is that even if symmetry
is broken we need the out capability to declare the winner at the top level. This is not obvious, since we saw in
Theorem 4.10 that the in and open capabilities of SA can be used together to form an electoral system. The two
capabilities are complementary, in that in can increase depth, while open can reduce it. But in MA we do not
have enough control to know when to apply open reductions, so that a symmetric electoral system with in and
open (and even communication, but not out) is impossible.
Proposition 8.1. For every k  2, MA−out does not have a symmetric electoral system of size k.
Proof. See Appendix D. 
Recall that we can construct symmetric electoral systems in SA using the in and out capabilities (Theorem 4.8),
or using in and open (Theorem 4.10). The next result is the analogue of Proposition 8.1. Let SA−out,open denote
SA without the out and open capabilities.
Proposition 8.2. For every k  2, SA−out,open does not have a symmetric electoral system of size k.
Proof. See Appendix D. 
In a similar fashion, let PAC−push denote PAC without the push capability.
Proposition 8.3. For every k  2, PAC−push does not have a symmetric electoral system of size k.
Proof. Similar to that of Proposition 8.1, and omitted. 
9. Concluding remarks
We summarise our results in a diagram (Fig. 2). All calculi above the double line have symmetric electoral
systems of every size. Those calculi below the double line do not have symmetric electoral systems of size greater
than one. Of these latter calculi, those above the single line fail because they are not guaranteed to break sym-
metry, while those below the single line fail because they cannot report the result of the election. By Lemma 6.2
there is no arrow going from any calculus above the double line to any calculus below the double line, which
yields the separation results in this paper, together with a number of other results.
In this paper we have dealt with expressiveness results via the leader election problem, in order to compare
the -calculus and ambient calculi. We have seen that a fragment of MA is not encodable in the -calculus
with separate choice. We have shown that for MA, the crucial capability for the solution of the leader election
problem in symmetric networks is the in capability as subjective move. In fact, without this capability, the election
problem cannot be solved inMA.We have extended our results to other ambient calculi.We showed that a small
fragment of PAC and a small fragment of SA can solve leader election problems in symmetric networks. Also,
in PAC without the push capability and SA without the in capability the election problem cannot be solved
either. We have also considered MA with objective moves, which is a dialect of MA with a preﬁxing form of the
in capability. We have shown that in this case the initial symmetry cannot be broken, and a leader cannot be
elected. These results give insight into why symmetry cannot be broken. In fact we conjecture that the syntactic
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Fig. 2. Summary of results.
form of redexes can discriminate between calculi that can break symmetry and ones that cannot. Our results
give a ﬁne-grained hierarchy in ambient calculi.
We also considered a side issue of the failure to elect a leader in the case in which the winner cannot be
reported, for instance in cases in which the out capability is missing. We have reported some results, bearing in
mind that this is a different problem from not being able to break the initial symmetry, as happens in s.
Expressiveness of different fragments of the ambient calculi has been considered also under the aspect of
Turing completeness [6,19]. This is an orthogonal issue with respect to leader election problems. In fact by look-
ing at the algorithms implemented in each calculus, we can see that leader election problems can be solved in
ﬁnite fragments of calculi—i.e. not Turing-complete—while solutions to leader election problems may not exist
in Turing-complete calculi like s. It is, however worth observing that both MAio and PACpp are in a sense
minimal calculi that solve leader election problems and are Turing complete (by the results of this paper and
of [19], respectively). By “minimal”, we mean that if we remove either of the two capabilities in each fragment,
then we can no longer perform leader election, and Turing completeness fails.
We brieﬂy discuss some issues related to implementation of MA. In [12] there is given an encoding of MA
into the Distributed Join Calculus, which has led to the implementation of MA into JoCaml. For that encoding,
the migration of ambients, both entering and exiting, has been separated into three atomic steps. Moreover,
each migration of ambients happens via the centralised control of the parent. For example, if a[ in b ] wants to
migrate to sibling ambient b, then ﬁrstly a has to forward a request to the parent ambient c; secondly c informs
b of the request, and ﬁnally b becomes the parent of a. The ambient c deals with all the requests regarding its
child ambients; thus we cannot regard this encoding as fully distributed in the sense speciﬁed by Deﬁnition 6.1,
since the encoding of the electoral system in Proposition 4.5 would make use of a parent ambient to deal with
the request of entering. This can be regarded as introducing a centralised server, which makes electing a leader
trivial.
We regard the work done in this paper as the starting point in exploring further the relationship between the
-calculus and the new generation of process calculi. The work has a wide applicability to similar process calculi,
such as Boxed Ambients, the Seal Calculus, etc. From Theorem 4.6 it follows trivially that Boxed Ambients [5]
can solve the leader election problem in symmetric networks. We conjecture that the Seal calculus [9] should
also admit a solution to the leader election problem, since themove in seems to be a symmetry-breaking operator.
On the other hand we speculate that the pure version of D [13] cannot solve such a problem.
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Appendix
A. Proof of Theorem 4.6
We give here the detailed proof of Theorem 4.6. We have to introduce some notation, which will be helpful
in the proofs of Theorems 4.6 and 4.10.
Deﬁnition A.1. Let k  1. Let i, j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}. By (i .. j) mod k we mean the set of all numbers between i and
j, going round the numbers in {0, . . . , k − 1} cyclically modulo k in ascending order, and excluding i and j. More
formally:
(i .. j) mod k
def=
{ {h : i < h < j} if i < j
{h : i < h  k − 1 or 0  h < j} if i  j
In particular, (i .. i + 1) mod k = ∅ and (i .. i) mod k = {0, . . . , k − 1} − {i}.We shall tend to suppress the “mod k”
and write (i .. j).
Theorem 4.6. In MA
io
, for any k  1 there exists a symmetric electoral system of size k.
Proof. Let k  1. The electoral system is deﬁned by N def= ∏i<k Pi where
Pi
def= ni[∏j /=i in nj.losei[Outn ] ] | ci[Ci,i+1 ]
Outn
def= ∏j<k ! out nj
Ci,i
def= ωi[ out ci ]
Ci,j
def= in losej.C ′i,j (j /= i)
C ′i,j
def= out losej.Ci,j+1 (j /= i)
(We use arithmetic modulo k for the indices.) The proof that we have indeed deﬁned an electoral system follows
an outline similar to the proof of Lemma 4.4 in [28], although the details are quite different. First we formulate an
invariant which describes the state of the network at each stage of the computation up to the state immediately
before a winner is declared.
Invariant: the network is of the form
∏
i∈N
ni[Ri ] |
∏
i∈A
ci[Ci,s(i) ] |
∏
j<k
∏
l<dj
losej[Outn |
∏
i∈Bjl
ci[C ′i,s(i) ] ]
where each Ri is of the form
∏
j∈Ei
in nj.losei[Outn ] |
∏
j<k
(losej[Outn ])dij |
∏
l∈Li
nl[Rl ] .
(Here P d means d copies of P in parallel.) We also require the following conditions:
1. N /= ∅ (N is the set of processes which have not (yet) lost.)
2. N ∪⋃j<k Lj is a partition of {0, . . . , k − 1}. (This states that every ambient ni is either still at the top level,
or has already lost, and is contained in some other nj ambient.)
3. For all i ∈ N we have Ei = {0, . . . , k − 1} − {i}. (This implies that every top-level ni ambient can enter any
other top-level nj ambient.)
4. For all j < k , j /∈ N iff dj > 0 or for some i < k we have dij > 0. (This states that process j has lost iff there
is an unguarded losej ambient.)
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5. A ∪⋃j<k⋃l<dj Bjl is a partition of {0, . . . , k − 1}. (This states that every ci ambient occurs exactly once,
either at the top level, or inside some top-level losej ambient.)
6. For all i < k we have 0  s(i) < k . For all i, j < k , if j ∈ (i .. s(i)) then dj > 0. Also if i ∈ Bjl (some j < k ,
l < dj) then s(i) = j /= i and dj > 0.
The invariant is established initiallywithN = A = {0, . . . , k − 1},Ei = {0, . . . , k − 1} − {i},Li = ∅, dj = dij = 0,
s(i) = i + 1 (all i, j < k).
Immediately before i is announced as the winner we shall show that the network will have the form
(∗) ni[Ri ] |
∏
j∈A
cj[Cj,s(j) ] |
∏
j<k
∏
l<dj
losej[Outn |
∏
j′∈Bjl
cj′ [C ′j′,s(j′) ] ]
with i ∈ A, s(i) = i, di = 0 and dj  1 (all j /= i). At this point ωi[ out ci ] can emerge from ambient ci , yielding
an ωi barb.
We need to show ﬁve properties:
1. The invariant is maintained by any reduction, apart from an out ci reduction.
2. Every computation is ﬁnite.
3. A computation can always make progress if it has not yet reached form (∗). Since all computations are
ﬁnite (previous item), this shows that every computation does reach (∗), from which the winner can be
announced in a single reduction. Hence every computation announces a winner.
4. A computation can only announce a winner by ﬁrst reaching form (∗). In particular, if an out ci reduction
occurs then the network is of form (∗) immediately before the reduction.
5. Once a winner is announced no further reductions can produce a second winner. So every computation
has a unique winner.
We ﬁrst show property (1). There are four cases, depending on the type of reduction:
(in nj) An in nj reduction must come from an ambient ni entering ambient nj . This can be either at the top level
or at a lower level. In the ﬁrst case we have i, j ∈ N with i /= j. The effect is that i is removed from N and
added to Lj . Also losei[Outn ] is unleashed inside ni , which means that dii increases from 0 to 1. In the second
case we have i, j ∈ Ll for some l. Then i is removed from Ll and added to Lj , and dii increases by 1.
(out nj) An out nj reduction arises when a losei ambient exits nj . It will arrive either at the top level (if j ∈ N )
or in an ambient nl (if j ∈ Ll). In the ﬁrst case dji decreases by 1 and di increases by 1. In the second case, dji
also decreases by 1 while dli increases by 1.
(in losej) An in losej reduction arises when a ci[Ci,s(i) ] ambient enters a top-level losej ambient. Then s(i) = j
and dj > 0. The effect of the reduction is that s(i) remains unchanged, while i is removed from A and added
to Bjl (some l < dj).
(out losej) An out losej reduction arises when a ci[C ′i,s(i) ] ambient exits a top-level losej ambient. Then s(i) = j,
dj > 0 and i ∈ Bjl for some l < dj . The effect of the reduction is that s(i) increases by 1, while i is removed
from Bjl and added to A.
Note that in each of the four cases nothing is added to N and di is not reduced. We omit the straightforward
checks that the conditions of the invariant are preserved by the four types of reduction.
We now show that every computation is ﬁnite (property (2)). The only issue is the replicated out nj capa-
bilities in the losei ambients. Consider a single losei ambient. When ﬁrst unleashed it is at an ambient nesting
depth of between 1 and k . Every time it performs an out nj the depth decreases by 1. The only way its depth can
increase is if a containing nj ambient enters another nl ambient. But this can only happen a ﬁnite number of
times. Hence there is a ﬁnite bound on the number of times losei can perform out nj reductions.
We now show that a reduction is always possible if the network has not reached form (*) (property (3)). First
suppose that |N |  2. Take i, j ∈ N with i /= j. By condition (3) it is possible for ambient ni to enter ambient nj .
So by condition (1) we can assume that N = {i} for some i < k .
Now suppose that dj = 0 for some j /= i. Since j /∈ N , by condition (4) we have dlj > 0 for some l. This means
that there is a losei ambient inside ambient nl, and it can exit nl. Hence, we can assume that dj > 0 for all j /= i.
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Next suppose that i /∈ A. Then by condition (5) we see that ci is inside some top-level losej ambient, and can
exit by condition (6). Hence we can assume i ∈ A.
Finally suppose s(i) /= i. Then ds(i) > 0, and ci can enter some top-level loses(i) ambient. This establishes
property (3).
We now show that in order for a winner to be announced form (∗)must ﬁrst be reached (property (4)). Sup-
pose that barb ωi appears for the ﬁrst time. Then the invariant holds for all previous stages of the computation.
The last reduction must have been an out ci , and so at the immediately preceding stage we must have ci[Ci,i ] at
the top level, so that s(i) = i. For all j /= i we have dj > 0 (using condition (6)) and j /∈ N (using condition (4)).
Therefore we have N = {i} and we are in form (∗) immediately before i is announced as the winner.
Finally we show that once a winner is announced no further computation can produce another winner (prop-
erty (5)). By property (4) we know that if process iwins then form (∗) has been reached, andN = {i}. NowN = {i}
will continue to hold for the rest of the computation, since |N |  1 (condition (1)) and no element can be added
to N , as noted when verifying property (1). So di = 0 by condition (4). Hence, if j /= i then i /∈ (j .. s(j)) (using
condition (6)) and so s(j) /= j, so that j cannot win.
If the replication operator in the process Outn is omitted we still have an electoral system. This can be
shown by a reﬁnement of the proof given. We used replication merely in order to simplify the statement of the
invariant. 
B. Proof of Theorem 4.10
Theorem 4.10. In SAiop, for any k  1 there exists a symmetric electoral system of size k .
Proof. Let k  1. For i, j < k we deﬁne
Pi
def= open ni | Ci,i+1 | ni[ in ni.open ni.losei[ open losei ] |∏j /=i in nj ]
Ci,i
def= ωi[ open ωi ]
Ci,j
def= open losej.(losej[ open losej ] | Ci,j+1) (j /= i)
Then
∏
i<k Pi is an electoral system. The idea is that process j loses to process i when ambient ni enters ambient
nj . Once a process j has lost, nj cannot be entered further, but nj can be opened if it is at the top level, in which
case an ambient losej appears at the top level to signify that i has lost. Eventually all but one processes have
lost. Suppose that only ni is left. The checking process Ci,i+1 checks for the presence of losej (all j /= i), and then
announces i as the winner.
To prove that
∏
i<k Pi is indeed an electoral system, we formulate an invariant, which will hold for every
possible state of the network.
Invariant. The network is of the form
∏
i∈O
open ni |
∏
i<k
Ci,s(i) |
∏
i∈T
ni[Ri ] |
∏
j∈L
losej[ open losej ] |
∏
i<k
(in ni)r(i)
with O, T ,L ⊆ {0, . . . , k − 1}, and with Ri in one of the following two forms:
Ri = in ni.open ni.losei[ open losei ] |∏j∈Ei in nj (NE)
Ri = open ni.losei[ open losei ] | nw(i)[Rw(i) ] |∏j∈Ei in nj (E)
Here the form (NE) is for ni ambients which have not (yet) been entered, and (E) is for ni ambients which have
been entered by ambient nw(i), and have therefore lost to process w(i). We impose the following conditions:
1. For each i < k , either there is exactly one ni ambient present in the network, in which case i ∈ O, or else
there is no ni ambient present in the network, in which case i /∈ O.
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2. w(i) is a partial one-one function taking values in {0, . . . , k − 1}. w(i) is deﬁned iff ambient ni is present in
the network (i.e. not yet opened) and Ri is of form (E). (It follows from this, condition (1) and the structure
of the invariant itself that T and {w(i) : i < k and w(i) is deﬁned} together form a partition ofO. This states
that if ni has not yet been opened, then it is present either at the top level, or at a lower level inside another
nj .)
3. |T |  1.
4. For all i, j < k , if j /= i, j /∈ L and w(j) is undeﬁned then j ∈ Ei . This states that ni has the capability to
enter nj as long as nj has not been opened and has not been entered.
5. O and L together form a partition of {0, . . . , k − 1}. This states that each ni is either not yet opened or else
has been opened, in which case losei is present.
6. For all i < k , (i .. s(i)) ⊆ L. This states that if j has been checked by i as having lost then ambient losej is
present at the top level.
The invariant is established initially with O = T = {0, . . . , k − 1}, s(i) = i + 1, L = ∅, r(i) = 0, Ei =
{0, . . . , k − 1} − {i}, w(i) undeﬁned.
There are three types of reduction: in nj , open nj and open losej . We consider each in turn.
(in nj) Suppose that ni enters nj . This can only happen at the top level, with i, j ∈ T and i /= j. Clearly Rj must
have been of form (NE), and changes as a result of the reduction to be of form (E). Also w(j) was undeﬁned,
and is now set to i. At the same time i is removed from T . Also j is removed from Ei .
(open nj) Suppose that nj is opened. Again this can only happen at the top level. Rj must be of type (E). We
have j ∈ T and w(j) deﬁned. As a result of the reduction, ambient losej is unleashed. We remove j from T
and add it to L. Also the index w(j) is added to T and then w(j) becomes undeﬁned. The term
∏
i∈Ej in ni is
now garbage; for each i ∈ Ej we increase r(i) by one.
(open losej) Suppose that Ci,s(i) opens losej . Then j ∈ L and s(i) = j /= i. The effect of the reduction is to leave
L unchanged and increase s(i) by one.
We omit the straightforward checks that in each of the three cases the invariant is maintained.
Now we argue that progress can always be made unless s(i) = i for some i. This will imply that there is at
least one winner in every maximal computation. Suppose that no in nj reduction is enabled. Then either |T | = 1
or else |T |  1 and for every j ∈ T , function w(j) is deﬁned (using conditions (2), (3), (4)). Suppose also that
no open nj reduction is enabled. Then for every j ∈ T , function w(j) is undeﬁned (using conditions (1), (2)).
Combining, we must have |T | = 1. Let T = {i}, with w(i) undeﬁned. It is clear from the invariant that no nj
ambient can be present for j /= i. Hence, O = {i} by (1) and L = {0, . . . , k − 1} − {i} by (5).
Suppose also that no open losej reduction is enabled. If s(i) /= i then s(i) ∈ L, and Ci,s(i) can perform
open loses(i), which is a contradiction. Therefore s(i) = i, and so ωi is unguarded at the top level of the system,
announcing i as the winner.
Finally we argue that there can be at most one winner. Suppose for a contradiction that in some computation,
i is announced as the winner, and that at that stage or later some j /= i is also announced as the winner. Then
by the invariant we have s(i) = i and s(j) = j. By condition (6) we must have (i .. i) ⊆ L and (j .. j) ⊆ L, which
implies L = {0, . . . , k − 1}. Hence, O = ∅ by (5), and so T = ∅ by (1). But this contradicts (3). 
C. Proof of Theorem 7.1
First we need some lemmas.
Lemma C.1. Let P be a process in MA
ob
and  a permutation. Then P ↓ n if and only if (P) ↓ (n).
Proof. The proof is identical to the one in Lemma 5.3. 
Lemma C.2. Let P be a process in MA
ob
and  a substitution.
If P−→P ′, then (P)−→(P ′).
Proof. By induction on −→. 
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Lemma C.3. Let N = [P0 | · · · | Pk−1] be a symmetric network in MAob. Assume that N−→N1. Then there exists
a computation C : N1−→· · ·−→Nk such that:
1. Nk is symmetric;
2. if for some i such that 0  i  k − 1 we have N1 ↓ ωi and N 	↓ ωi then for all h such that 0  h  k − 1 we
have Nk ↓ ωh;
3. if for all j such that 0  j  k − 1 we have N1 	↓ ωj then for all t, j such that 1  t  k and 0  j  k − 1 we
have Nt 	↓ ωj.
Proof. Assume that N is symmetric with respect to an automorphism  with one orbit only and that N−→N1.
There are two cases to consider:
Reduction derived from one process only.In this case N−→N1 is the result of the computation of one process in
the network. Assume Pr in N has reduced as follows Pr−→P†r . The proof for this case is identical to Lemma
5.6.
Reduction derived from the interaction of two processes.We assume, without loss of generality and to the mere
end of simplifying the notation, that P0 and Pd are the two processes involved in the computation. We will
silently use structural congruence to move processes to adjacent positions in order to perform a reduction,
and to move them back to their original positions. Moreover, in order to simplify the notation, we assume
that ˆ(i) = i + 1 for each i < k .
By the operational semantics of this calculus, there are three cases to consider.
1. The reduction has occurred by using the rule red obj-in. Then without loss of generality we can assume
that P0 performs the entry into another ambient. Then the syntactic form of the two processes is:
P0 = (p01 . . . p0s )(mvin n.S0 | P ′0)
Pd = (pd1 . . . pds )(n[Qd ] | P ′d )
with n /∈ {p01 . . . p0s } ∪ {pd1 . . . pds } (otherwise the two processes would not be able to compute). By sym-
metry, we conclude the following statements starting from P0.
Pˆ(0) = (p 11 . . . p 1s )(mvin (n).(S0) | (P ′0))
Pˆ2(0) = (p21 . . . p2s )(mvin 2(n).2(S0) | 2(P ′0))
...
Pˆk−1(0) = (pk−11 . . . pk−1s )(mvin k−1(n).k−1(S0) | k−1(P ′0)).
Similar conclusions can be drawn starting from Pd .
Pˆ(d) = (pd+11 . . . pd+1s )((n)[ (Qd) ] | (P ′d ))
Pˆ2(d) = (pd+21 . . . pd+2s )(2(n)[ 2(Qd) ] | 2(P ′d ))
...
Pˆk−1(d) = (pd−1d . . . pd−1s )(k−1(n)[ k−1(Qd) ] | k−1(P ′d )).
We see that
P0 = (p01 . . . p0s )(mvin n.S0 | −d (n)[Q0 ] | R0)
Pd = (pd1 . . . pds )(mvin d(n).Sd | n[Qd ] | Rd)
(we use arithmetic modulo k , so that −d (n) stands for k−d (n)) and in general, for all h such that
0  h  k − 1 we have
Ph = (ph1 . . . phs )(mvin h(n).Sh | h−d (n)[Qh ] | Rh)
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where for all i < k we have (Si) = Si+1, (Qi) = Qi+1 and (Ri) = Ri+1.
Now if P0 | Pd−→P+0 | P−d then the residual processes must have the syntactical form:
P+0 = (p01 . . . p0s )(−d (n)[Q0 ] | R0)
P−d = (pd1 . . . pds )(mvin d(n).Sd | n[Qd | S0 ] | Rd)
In general the residues of the processes are the following:
P+h = (ph1 . . . phs )(h−d (n)[Qh ] | Rh)
P−h = (ph1 . . . phs )(mvin d(n).Sh | h−d (n)[ Sˆh−d (0) | Qh ] | Rh).
P+−h = P−+h = (ph1 . . . phs )(h−d (n)[ Sˆh−d (0) | Qh ] | Rh).
Now in order to show concretely how the computation goes around let k − d = r. Now we need to
consider the relationship between r and d . There are two cases to consider: r  d or d < r. We analyse
the case r  d (the other case has been analysed in the similar proof of Lemma 5.6).
If r  d then for somemwe have d − r = m. Hence, the steps of reduction among the different processes
in the network proceed as follows:
P1 | Pd+1 −→ P+1 | P−d+1
P2 | Pd+2 −→ P+2 | P−d+2
...
Pr−1 | Pd+(r−1) −→ P+r−1 | P−d+(r−1)
Pr | P+0 −→ P+r | P+−0
Pr+1 | P+1 −→ P+r+1 | P+−1
...
Pr+(m−1) | P+m−1 −→ P+r+(m−1) | P+−m−1
P−d | P+m −→ P−+d | P+−m
...
P−d+(r−1) | P+m+(r−1) −→ P−+d+(r−1) | P+−m+(r−1)
Then, we can think that the network is partitioned in this way:
N = [P0 | · · · | Pr | · · · | Pd | · · · | Pd+r]
The computation of the network is the following:
N1 : [P+0 | · · · | Pr | · · · | P−d | · · · | Pk−1] −→
N2 : [P+0 | P+1 | · · · | Pr | · · · | P−d | P−d+1 | · · · | Pk−1] −→
...
Nr : [P+−0 | P+1 | · · · | P+r | · · · | P−d | P−d+1 | · · · | P−k−1] −→
...
Nk : [P+−0 | P+−1 | · · · | P+−r | · · · | P+−d | P−+d+1 | · · · | P−+k−1 ].
Hence, we have C : N1−→· · ·−→Nk .
(a) Now we have to show that the network Nk is symmetric. Now, Nk is symmetric with respect to ,
since for all s such that 0  s  k − 1 the following holds:
P+−
h(0)
= (ph1 . . . phs )(h−d (n)[ Sh−d | Qh ] | Rh)
= (ph1 . . . phs )(h−d (n)[ Sˆh−d (0) | Qˆh(0) ] | Rˆh(0))
= (ph1 . . . phs )(h−d (n)[ h(Sˆ−d (0)) | h(Q0) ] | h(R0))
= h((p01 . . . p0s )(−d (n)[ Sˆ−d (0) | Q0 ] | R0))
= h(P+−0 )
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The automorphism  has one orbit only since it has not changed.
(b) The proof for this part of the lemma is similar to that of Lemma 5.6.
(c) Observe that for this particular reduction rule the following holds: for all t, h such that 0  t, h 
k − 1, if Nt+1 ↓ ωh then N1 ↓ ωh. By assumption, for all i such that 0  i  k − 1 we have N1 	↓ ωi .
We conclude that for all t such that 1  t  k the following holds: Nt 	↓ ωi .
2. In the case in which the reduction is derived by means of the rule red open, then the proof is identical
to Lemma 5.6.
3. If the reduction is triggered by the rule red a-comm, this means the redex is formed with commu-
nication primitives, and then the case is identical to the proof supplied in Lemma 5.6 for the rule
red a-comm. 
Recall that Obsk = {ω0,ω1, . . . ,ωk−1}.
Lemma C.4.LetN = [P0 | · · · | Pk−1]with k  2 be a symmetric network inMAob. Then there exists a computation
C such that either Obs(C) ⊇ Obsk or Obs(C) ∩ Obsk = ∅.
Proof. The proof is identical to that of Lemma 5.7. 
Theorem 7.1. Let N = [P0 | · · · | Pk−1] be a symmetric network inMAob with k  2. Then N cannot be an electoral
system.
Proof. The proof is identical to that of Theorem 5.1 by using Lemma C.4. 
D. Proofs of Propositions 8.1 and 8.2
In this section, we prove Propositions 8.1 and 8.2.
Let −→tco denote the reduction relation on MA−out obtained from the usual rules of MA, but without
the rules for the in capability and reduction inside an ambient (red in and red amb). This ad hoc notion allows
top-level communication and open reductions, explaining the abbreviation “tco”.
Deﬁnition D.1. The reduction relation −→tco on MA−out is the least relation generated by the rules red open,
red a-comm, red par, red restr and red cong.
The key lemma we need to show Proposition 8.1 is the following:
Lemma D.2.Let P ,Q beMA−out processes. Suppose that P 	−→tco and P−→Q. ThenQ 	−→tco and for any name
n, if Q ↓ n then P ↓ n.
To see informally why this holds, let P , Q be as in the statement of the lemma. The reduction P−→Q either (1)
uses rule red in but not red amb (so that it is top-level) or (2) uses the rule red amb. In case (1) an ambient is
removed from the top level, with no ambient added. Hence, there are no new top-level redexes (and some may
have been removed). So Q −→tco implies P −→tco . Also, no new barbs are created (a barb may have been
removed). In case (2) the reduction happens inside an ambient, and therefore the top level is unaffected. So
Q −→tco iff P −→tco .
In order to give a rigorous proof of Lemma D.2, ﬁrst we must characterise when a process P can perform a
−→tco transition in terms of the structure of P .We deﬁne a number of predicates which are similar to barbs. The
ﬁrst two predicates are relevant to whether a top-level communication can be performed. They express whether
a process has a top-level unguarded input and output. Here “unguarded” means not guarded by a capability
or an input. The third predicate expresses whether a process has a top-level unguarded open capability, while
the ﬁnal predicate concerns whether a process has both a top-level unguarded open and a matching top-level
unguarded ambient (note that the name concerned may or may not be restricted).
Deﬁnition D.3. Let P be an MA−out process.
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• P ↓( ) iff P≡ m ((n).P ′ | P ′′).
• P ↓〈 〉 iff P≡ m (〈n〉 | P ′).
• P ↓open n iff P≡ m (open n.P ′ | P ′′) with n /∈ m.
• P ↓op[ ] iff P≡ m (open n.P ′ | n[ P ′′ ] | P ′′′).
Using these predicates we can characterise −→tco -reduction:
Lemma D.4. Let P be an MA−out process. Then P −→tco iff (1) P ↓op[ ] or (2) both P ↓( ) and P ↓〈 〉.
Proof. (⇒) By induction on the derivation of P −→tco .
(⇐) Trivial. 
Lemma D.5. Let P ,Q be MA−out processes and let n be a name. Then the following properties hold:
(1) (P | Q) ↓( ) iff P ↓( ) or Q ↓( ).
(2) (P | Q) ↓〈 〉 iff P ↓〈 〉 or Q ↓〈 〉.
(3) (P | Q) ↓open n iff P ↓open n or Q ↓open n.
(4) (P | Q) ↓ n iff P ↓ n or Q ↓ n.
(5) (P | Q) ↓op[ ] iff P ↓op[ ] orQ ↓op[ ] or there exists n such that either (1) P ↓ n andQ ↓open n or (2) P ↓open n
and Q ↓ n.
Proof. These properties can be proved by showing the various predicates to be equivalent to versions deﬁned
by structural induction on processes. We omit the details. 
Lemma D.6. Let P be an MA−out process and let m, n be names. Then the following properties hold:
(1) (m P) ↓( ) iff P ↓( ).
(2) (m P) ↓〈 〉 iff P ↓〈 〉.
(3) (m P) ↓open n iff P ↓open n and m /= n.
(4) (m P) ↓ n iff P ↓ n and m /= n.
(5) (m P) ↓op[ ] iff P ↓op[ ].
Proof. Similar to that of Lemma D.5. 
Lemma D.7. Let P , Q be MA−out processes. Suppose that P 	−→tco and P−→Q. Then the following properties
hold:
(1) If Q ↓( ) then P ↓( ).
(2) If Q ↓〈 〉 then P ↓〈 〉.
(3) For any n, if Q ↓open n then P ↓open n.
(4) For any n, if Q ↓ n then P ↓ n.
(5) Q ↓op[ ] is false (note that P ↓op[ ] is false by Lemma D.4).
Proof. By induction on the derivation of P−→Q. There are seven rules which can be applied to derive P−→Q
in MA−out. Of these, red open and red a-comm can be ruled out, as we have P 	−→tco .
red inSupposeP = n[ in m.P1 | P2 ] | m[ P3 ]−→m[ n[ P1 | P2 ] | P3 ] = Q. Theﬁveproperties canbe easily checked.
Notice that Q only has an m barb, whereas P has both m and n barbs.
red par Suppose P = P1 | P2−→P ′1 | P2 = Q is deduced from P1−→P ′1 . The ﬁrst four properties are straightfor-
ward using Lemma D.5. For the last property, suppose that Q ↓op[ ] holds. Looking at the possible cases in
the characterisation of (P ′1 | P2) ↓op[ ] in Lemma D.5, we cannot have P ′1 ↓op[ ], by the induction hypothesis.
If P2 ↓op[ ] then P ↓op[ ], which is false by Lemma D.4. If P ′1 ↓open n and P2 ↓ n then P1 ↓open n by the induc-
tion hypothesis, and so again P ↓op[ ], which is false. If P ′1 ↓ n and P2 ↓open n then P1 ↓ n by the induction
hypothesis, and so again P ↓op[ ], which is false.
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red restr Straightforward using Lemma D.6.
red amb and red cong Straightforward. 
Now Lemma D.2 follows immediately from Lemmas D.4 and D.7.
Before proving Proposition 8.1 we need another lemma.
Lemma D.8. Let k  1. Let P =  m (P0 | · · · | Pk−1) be an MA−out process. If P −→tco then (1) Pi −→tco for
some i < k, or (2) Pi ↓open n and Pj ↓ n for some n and i, j < k with i /= j, or (3) Pi ↓( ) and Pj ↓〈 〉 for some i, j < k
with i /= j.
Proof. By Lemmas D.4, D.5 and D.6. 
Proposition 8.1. For every k  2, MA−out does not have a symmetric electoral system of size k.
Proof. Let k  2. Suppose that N is a symmetric electoral system in MA−out with size k . We shall construct a
maximal computation C′ with no observables (i.e. Obs(C′) ∩ Obsk = ∅), which will show that N cannot be an elec-
toral system. Let C be the computation so far, and suppose that Obs(C) ∩ Obsk = ∅. Let P = n (P0 | · · · | Pk−1) be
the current state of the network, and suppose that P is symmetric with respect to a single-orbit automorphism
. Without loss of generality suppose that ˆ(i) = i + 1 mod k for all i < k .
We ﬁrst exhaust all −→tco reductions. Suppose that P −→tco . By Lemma D.8 we have (1) Pi −→tco for
some i < k , or (2) Pi ↓open ni and Pj ↓ ni for some ni and i, j < k with i /= j, or (3) Pi ↓( ) and Pj ↓〈 〉 for some
i, j < k with i /= j. In each of the three cases P can perform k −→tco reductions to reach a new symmetric state
P ′. If any barb in Obsk appears, then by symmetry all members of Obsk appear, which contradicts N being an
electoral system. Hence, if C′′ is the computation up to P ′ then Obs(C′′) ∩ Obsk = ∅. The argument is very much
as in the proof of Theorem 5.8, except that we have −→tco reductions instead of −→ reductions.
If we never run out of −→tco reductions then we have a maximal computation with Obs(C′) ∩ Obsk = ∅,
which is a contradiction. So suppose instead that by a computation C such that Obs(C) ∩ Obsk = ∅ we reach a
symmetric network P where P 	−→tco . If P−→ then we can continue the computation. But by Lemma D.2 no
further −→tco reduction will be possible, and no new observables will appear. Hence, any maximal extension
of C to C′ will have Obs(C′) ∩ Obsk = ∅, which is a contradiction. 
Proposition 8.2. For every k  2, SA−out,open does not have a symmetric electoral system of size k.
Proof (Sketch). Suppose that we have a symmetric electoral system of size k . We follow the proof of Proposition
8.1 and construct a maximal computation with no observables, which is a contradiction. We start by conﬁning
ourselves to top-level communication reductions. We can do this while maintaining symmetry, as in Case (3)
of the proof of Proposition 8.1. Therefore no observables can appear. If we reach a point where no top-level
communication is possible, then any further reductions will not enable any further top-level communication,
and also no new top-level ambients can appear, by the analogue of Lemma D.2. Hence, any extension to a
maximal computation will have no observables. 
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